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BY STEWART ALSOP 

WASHINGTON-"This seems to be a sort 
of greedy election," remarked a young 
journalist the other day. If you think 
about it, you can see what he means. 
The election, so far, is mostly about 
who gets what share of the money pie. 
This is a legitimate subject of political 
debate. But it is not the sort of subject 
that lights stars in many eyes. 

It seems only yesterday that John 
Kem1edy was proclaiming: "Ask not 
what your country can do for you. Ask 
what you can do for your country." In 
terms of today's national mood, that on
ly yesterday was light years ago. 

True, President Nixon has had a ten
tative whack at idealism from time to 
time. He used to like a hammy phrase: 
"The lift of a driving dream." But he 
soon gave it up. Fate, his genes, or 
whatever, have made Mr. Nixon about 
as inspirational as the neighborhood 
plumber. 

An efficient plumber, mind you, is a 
useful man to have around. A good 
plumber, in an old house with leaky 
plumbing, often has to make the best of 
a bad bargain. That is what Mr. Nixon 
has been doing, on the foreign front es
pecially. The SALT bargain, for exam
ple, may turn out to be a bad one, but 
it was the best he could get. Any settle
ment of the Vietnam war-which the 
President and Henry Kissinger now 
confidently expect, perhaps before the 
election, more probably soon after
seems likely to be the best of a very 
bad bargain. 

Like plumbing, making the best of a 
bad bargain is a useful function. But it 
swells no breasts with pride. It is just 
something that has to be done. 

CUT-RATE PROGRAMS 
Mr. Nixon has also tried the inspira

tional pitch on the domestic front. For 
example, he labeled his mid-term pro
gram "a second American revolution." 
The label didn't take, partly because 
Mr. Nixon's labels hardly ever take, 
partly because it simply wasn't true. In
stead of a revolution, it was a mildly 
liberal program, whose main features
the welfare plan, revenue sharing, 
health insurance-were cut-rate ver
sions of burgeoning liberal Democratic 
programs. It was thus an exercise in po
litical pre-emption, a game in which the 
President excels. 

The President's foreign and domestic 
policies really don't have much to do 
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with the fact that Jimmy the Greek is 
giving 3 to 1 on the President's re-elec
tion. The basic reason for those odds 
is that this year most people are ma
terially better off than they have been. 
This is all to the good, but it hardly 
proves that the President has provided 
the co~,ntry with that "lift of a driving 
dream. 

As for Senator McGovern, his basic 
thesis has been the reslicing of the 
money pie. The senator is certainly 
right when he maintains that the rich 
should pay more taxes and thus keep a 
thinner slice of the pie. But he has 
already gone pretty far to reassure 
the rich that the reslicing won't be 
really drastic, and he seems likely to 
go further. 

DUCKING TAXES 

For example, in his famous Wall 
Street Journal ad, he seemed to prom
ise the prosperous ( only seemed-his 
odd phrase was "I have not suggested" ) 
that he favored special tax treat
men t for capital gains, and that he 
opposed "the elimination of tax exemp
tion for bonds issued by state and mu
nicipal governments ." 

Tax-exempt bonds and capital gains 
are the handiest and easiest ways ( ex
cep t perhaps for oil) for the rich to duck 
taxes. Even the bad old ixon Adminis
tration seriously considered knocking 
out the Federal tax exemption for 
bonds. Senator McGovern's domestic 
programs, notably his $1,000-for-every
body plan, are obviously concerned 
more with "what your country can do 
for you" than with "what you can do 
for your country." And he has been at 
some pains to reassure the rich that 
what they might be forced to do for 
their country will not be all that painful 
to their pocketbooks. 

As for the senator's foreign and de
fense policies, they may be expedient, 
and they may even be sensible-there 
are sensible men who honestly think so. 
But they certainly do not demand 
much sacrifice by anybody-except, of 
course, the South Vietnamese. 

Mr. McGovern likes to talk as though 
South Vietnam has only one inhabitant 
("I am not concerned with the political 
future of President Thieu"). In fact, 17 
million people as well &s Mr. Thieu live 
in South Vietnam, and if anything is 
clear by now, it is that very few of 
them want to be ruled by the Commu-

nists. It may be expedient to cut off 
all aid to South Vietnam, as the sena
tor proposes, thus insuring a Commu
nist victory. It may even be sensible, 
since the bad bargain the President is 
ready to make may doom the South 
Vietnamese anyway. But it is hard to 
argue that it is morally uplifting. 

As for the senator's defense program, 
the country badly needs a President 
who is ready to stamp his feet, get red 
in the face and loudly demand that the 
bureaucracy-bloated services provide 
more real combat power per dollar, and 
above all per man in uniform. It needs 
even worse a President who would de
mand genuine equality of sacrifice in 
case of war, instead of the present 
dreadful class system that shoves all 
the combat jobs on the poor or the un
dereducated-what the British call "the 
lower classes." 

Instead, what Senator McGovern is 
_really offering is a rehash of the pres
ent system at cut rates. His $30 billion 
in savings is achieved largely by elim
inating present or future weapons sys
tems, while accepting the Pentagon's 
bloated price tags for those systems. 
These cuts scare some people-notably 
the Israelis, and with good reason. But 
scary or not, Senator McGovern's de
fense program is a dollars-and-cents, 
bargain-basement proposition, with 
about as much inspirational content as 
a Sears Roebuck catalogue. 

NO IDEALISM 
Senator McGovern was President 

Kennedy's Food for Peace director, and 
his chief idea man, Frank Mankiewicz, 
was a high official of the Peace Corps. 
But in the McGovern program there is 
no pale reflection of such Kennedy
style appeals to youthful idealism. One 
reason is that the college young have 
been taught to believe that this kind 
of thing is really a manifestation of the 
ruthless imperialism of "Amerika." 

Instead of asking the young to "ask 
what you can do for your country," 
Senator McGovern seems to be telling 
them that they can do their own thing, 
period. President Nixon is telling them 
( and the rest of us) much the same 
thing, though he might be a bit tough
er on pot smokers or draft dodgers. It 
is in this sense that this is a "gr~ 
election" a wha 's-in-it-for-me? elec
tion. No doubt, as sue , it accurate y
reflects the national mood. 

Newsweek, July 3, 1972 
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with the fact that Jimmy the Greek is 
giving 3 to 1 on the President's re-elec
tion. The basic reason for those odds 
is that this year most people are ma
terially better off than they have been. 
This is all to the good, but it hardly 
proves that the President has provided 
the co~,ntry with that "lift of a driving 
dream. 

As for Senator McGovern, his basic 
thesis has been the reslicing of the 
money pie. The senator is certainly 
right when he maintains that the rich 
should pay more taxes and thus keep a 
thinner slice of the pie. But he has 
already gone pretty far to reassure 
the rich that the reslicing won't be 
really drastic, and he seems likely to 
go further. 

DUCKING TAXES 

For example, in his famous Wall 
Street Journal ad, he seemed to prom
ise the prosperous ( only seemed-his 
odd phrase was "I have not suggested") 
that he favored special tax treat
ment for capital gains, and that he 
opposed "the elimination of tax exemp
tion for bonds issued by state and mu
nicipal governments." 

Tax-exempt bonds and capital gains 
are the handiest and easiest ways ( ex
cept perhaps for oil) for the 1ich to duck 
taxes. Even the bad old ixon Adminis
tration seriously considered knocking 
out the Federal tax exemption for 
bonds. Senator McGovern's domestic 
programs, notably his $1,000-for-every
body plan, are obviously concerned 
more with "what your country can do 
for you" than with "what you can do 
for your country." And he has been at 
some pains to reassure the rich that 
what they might be forced to do for 
their country will not be all that painful 
to their pocketbooks. 

As for the senator's foreign and de
fense policies, they may be expedient, 
and they may even be sensible-there 
are sensible men who honestly think so. 
But they certainly do not demand 
much sacrifice by anybody-except, of 
course, the South Vietnamese. 

Mr. McGovern likes to talk as though 
South Vietnam has only one inhabitant 
("I am not concerned with the political 
future of President Thieu"). In fact, 17 
million people as well &.s Mr. Thieu live 
in South Vietnam, and if anything is 
clear by now, it is that very few of 
them want to be ruled by the Commu-

nists. It may be expedient to cut off 
all aid to South Vietnam, as the sena
tor proposes, thus insuring a Commu
nist victory. It may even be sensible, 
since the bad bargain the President is 
ready to make may doom the South 
Vietnamese anyway. But it is hard to 
argue that it is morally uplifting. 

As for the senator's defense program, 
the country badly needs a President 
who is ready to stamp his feet, get red 
in the face and loudly demand that the 
bureaucracy-bloated services provide 
more real combat power per dollar, and 
above all per man in uniform. It needs 
even worse a President who would de
mand genuine equality of sacrifice in 
case of war, instead of the present 
dreadful class system that shoves all 
the combat jobs on the poor or the un
dereducated-what the British call "the 
lower classes." 

Instead, what Senator McGovern is 
_really offering is a rehash of the pres
ent system at cut rates. His $30 billion 
in savings is achieved largely by elim
inating present or future weapons sys
tems, while accepting the Pentagon's 
bloated price tags for those systems. 
These cuts scare some people-notably 
the Israelis, and with good reason. But 
scary or not, Senator McGovern's de
fense program is a dollars-and-cents, 
bargain-basement proposition, with 
about as much inspirational content as 
a Sears Roebuck catalogue. 

NO IDEALISM 

Senator McGovern was President 
Kennedy's Food for Peace director, and 
his chief idea man, Frank Mankiewicz, 
was a high official of the Peace Corps. 
But in the McGovern program there is 
no pale reflection of such Kennedy
style appeals to youthful idealism. One 
reason is that the college young have 
been taught to believe that this kind 
of thing is really a manifestation of the 
ruthless imperialism of "Amerika." 

Instead of asking the young to "ask 
what you can do for your country," 
Senator McGovern seems to be telling 
them that they can do their own thing, 
period. President Nixon is telling them 
( and the rest of us) much the same 
thing, though he might be a bit tough
er on pot smokers or draft dodgers. It 
is in this sense that this is a "greecry
elechon" a what's-in-it-for-me? elec=
tion. No doubt, as such, it accurately-
reflects the national mood. 

Newsweek, July 3, 1972 



Lester Sloan-Newsweek 

'Picklecar': Laugh at it, 
scream or run for cover 

'Bath Tub Car': Gen
tle spirit of irreverence 

had a vision in mind at first, not a work-
ing car-a combination image of man, 
vehicle and wing-like fragments. As time 
went on, as he began to use materials of 
all kinds, from wood to stainless steel to 
brass, he had to consb:uct his own tools. 
The first of what became four parts in 
the end, all of them chassis sb·ipped 
bare, boasted an engine and took rides 
through the California countryside. But 
gradually the car turned to pure sculp
lure. The last three pieces grew increas
ingly abstract. They hug low to the floor 
at the Whitney, each one a clean com
plex of wheels, tubes and blades, yet 
paradoxically light, as though ready to 
fly through the air. 

Satiric: Paige, Sewell and Potts are 
united in their view of the car as a means 
of self-expression, whether comic or pure. 
So are the thousands of young people 
using VW vans for canvases and even 
the latest products of the California cus
tom-cax industry, once the haven of pow
er- and speed-freaks. George Barris, the 
dean of hard-edged car design, has made 
a 1971 Dodge into a pseudo "Love Ma
chine," equipped with revolving bed and 
crystal chandelier, and a "Lemon Car," 
built on another VW chassis. Jay Ohr
berg, another professional designer, is 
resolutely satiric. Among his productions 
are a "Bath Tub Car," which offers up
holstered tubs for seats, an "Outhouse 
Car," a "Barber Car" and a "Sex Ma
chine." The "Outhouse Cax'' has a back
home outhouse roof, a half-moon back 
window and a wooden exterior, adding 
a touch of authenticity. The "Barber 
Car" carries two baxber chairs, a sink 
and bright red walls-a shop on wheels. 

Another entrepreneur, Paul Rimmeir, 
believes that the custom-car era is gone 
forever. "Kids aren't interested any
more," he says. Rimmeir is already plan
ning to open the Movieland Museum of 
Cars and Stars, hoping to cash in on 
their rising status as objets d'art. But 
surely Rimmeir is wrong. The personal 
automobile, or some variant of it, will be 
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here for a long time to come. What 
seems to be going is an attitude toward 
the automobile that was at once obsti
nately functional and heroic. At least in 
California, lhe countercar is king. 

Censoring the Ladies? 
Last week 45 women artists received 

registered letters from the America 
House in West Berlin (administered by 
the U.S. Info1mation Agency), canceling 
them out of what would have been an 
unprecedented exhibition there. Thus 
ended a brief and stormy saga, spiced 
with internal intrigue on all sides. The 
show, which began at the Kunsthaus in 
Hamburg, included a broad array of tal
ents, from young vanguard artists such as 

ancy Graves and Joan Snyder to the 
veteran and almost legendary sculptor 
Louise evelson. It was organized by a 
two-woman team, Sybille Niester in 
Hamburg and Lil Picard in New York, 
and sponsored by Gedok, a German or
ganization founded in the 1920s by art
ists and poets such as Kathe Kollwitz 
'and dedicated to serving the interests of 
women artists within the emancipation 
movement. 

But the American decision in May to 
mine North Vietnamese harbors stirred 
antiwar feelings in some of the 45 artists. 
Though originally delighted by the in
vitation from America House, the group 
found itself at odds over whether to ap
pear at all. One faction favored imme
diate withdrawal, coupled with stiff an
tiwar statements. Another faction, led 
by Picard ( also a participating artist), 
favored going on with the show, provid
ed America House allowed each artist to 
post her position on the Vietnam conflict 
beside her work. While the factions 
warred, America House quietly made up 
its mind, ending the show. May Stevens, 
one of tl1e rejected artists, called the 
cancellation "censorship." Picard was dis
couraged: "The cancellation is a setback 
for the recognition of women artists." 

TRANSITION 

Divorce Asked: By SusAN FONDA, 30, 
from PETER FONDA, 32, Remy's son, 
Jane's brother and "Easy Rider's" cynical 
co-hero; after an eleven-year marriage 
and two children; in Santa Monica, 
Calif., June 21. Said Susan's stepfather, 
former Howard Hughes associate Noah 
Dieb·ich: 'Tm surprised it lasted this 
long, but they're both nice kids." 

Died: HowARD D. JOH.t'<SON, 75, retired 
founder of tl1e Howard Johnson restau
rant-and-motel chain, which he turned 
over to son Howard B. Johnson in 1964; 
of a heart attack, in New York City, 
June 20. In 1925, Johnson bought a 
newspaper store with a soda fountain in 
his hometown of Wollaston, Mass., and 
made a hit with ice cream that he hand
cranked in a basement freezer-using a 
recipe that doubled the butterfat and 
produced a scrumptious taste. He 
opened a restaurant in nearby Quincy in 
1929, branching out during the Depres
sion with the franchises that have made 
Howard Johnson's and its "28 flavors" as 
American as-well, peppermint-stick ice 
cream. The roadsides of 44 states are 
now dotted with 875 "Hojos," and 470 of 
the orange-and-blue landmarks combine 
motor lodges with restaurants. Last 
vear's business totaled $300 million
helped no little by the sale of 6 million 
gallons of ice cream. Founder Johnson 
married four times, frequented night
clubs and dined in New York's best res
taurants, but he still ate a cone every 
day and kept ten flavors in the freezer 
of his Park Avenue penthouse. "I've 
spent my life developing scores of fla
vors," he once remarked, "and yet most 
people still say, TU take vanilla'." His 
own favorite ice-cream flavor: chocolate. 

• The Rev. Dr. 0. FREDERICK NOLDE, 72, 
Lutheran clergyman and crusader for 
peace and religious freedom; of a heart 
attack, in Philadelphia, June 17. For 
more tl1an twenty years until his retire
ment in 1969, he headed the interna
tional-affairs commission of the World 
Council of Churches. One of Nolde's ac
complishments was the inclusion of a re
ligious-freedom clause in the Universal 
Declaration on Human Rights adopted 
by the U.N. in 1948. 

■ FARRINGTON DANIELS, 83, University 
of Wisconsin chemist and expert on atom
ic and solar energy; of cancer of the 
liver, in Madison, Wis., June 23. Though 
a member of the Manhattan Project, 
Daniels was among the scientists who 
opposed using the atom bomb that grew 
out of their research. He campaigned 
for peaceful use of atomic energy and 
then turned to the study of solar energy, 
which he touted as more powerful and 
potentially more useful to mankind. As 
he put it, all the energy in an atom bomb 
is equaled by the sunlight that falls on a 
mere rn square miles of land in a day. 
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I AM SORRY! 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 

SELICHOT, 1972 
Saturday Night 

Sept. 2 

The popular novel by Eric Segal, "Love Story," which some day 

will be consigned to the obscurity it so richly deserves, includes 

among its many false statements about love the definition that "love 

is never having to say 'sorry' again." The underlying assumption 

that hurts between lovers don't count is preposterous. The opposite 

is true. Lovers feel the smallest slight far more intensely than 

strangers. No one apologizes more than the lover who suddenly realizes 

that he has offended the beloved . 

Selihot is the plural of the Hebrew word Seliha, which means 

"apology" or "I am sorry." 

What kind of love is it that would absolve you of the necessity 

of ever again having to say "sorry"? It would be a love that would gloss 

over offense and moral wrong doing. It would be a love that would stifle 

feelings of guilt and sedate them by :s111 I o:f sentimental or sexual 

intoxication. Such love which overlooks defects is not equal to the 

kind of love which wants the beloved to grow, improve and become purified 

of evil. ------
Clearly, the beginning of moral regeneration is our willingness 

to say "sorry." f we want al that is goo or our 

wan him to be good and better. s ardently as we would wa ta beloved 

who ill to recover healt so would we want him to 

fallen. in the direct,~n of 

we would expect it from those we love. But, let me 
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add quickly, the expression of regret, 11 seliha 11 
-- "I am sorry" is by no 

means full and valid repentance. Seliha does not specify our wrong 

dohg. Rather it is a plea for the continued good will of the offended 

or injured party. It is just a wish, a sentiment. 

Scholars tell us that the word 11 seliha 11 is derived from the 

ancient Acadian word which means "sprinkle, perfume, de-odorize. 11 

It suggests the easiest way, the most popular method of trying to repair 

a disturbed relationship. Seliha, pardon me, excuse me, I'm sorry 

let's be friends again and forget the whole thing. It invites a 

reconciliation without profound moral regeneration. It offers a 

patching up of things without restitution or real reform. 

We know from experience that apologies don't settle very much. 

It is not enough for the offender to ask again for the good will of 

the other person whom he has deeply hurt by insult, by betrayal, by 

breach of trust, by neglect, by deception, by exploitation. It is not 

enough that we say, after causing great torment to someone, "pardon 

me, 11 seliha! There must also be a change -- a drastic change within 

the offender, to raise up the hope of genuine reconciliation. This can 

only be accomplished by the second step in the process of moral regeneration 

which is described by the Hebrew word of 11 teshuvah. 11 

Teshuvah means literally 11 return, 11 a e:a3tie e~:iar;ige, a turning away 

from sin, rejecting the corrupt and returning to a state of integrity. 

Teshuvah means a disavowal of a certain part of ourselves, an inner 

separation. It means the giving up of wrongful desire, the suppression 

and eradication of the lust to which we yielded in our weakness, the 

giving up of deeply rooted habits and addictions. Teshuvah means a genuine 

removal of the wrong to which we have become attached. This may involve 
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a far-reaching removal of ourselves from a corrupting environment. It 

may mean the separation of a relationship. It may mean the termination 

of a degrading association. It is not enough that we condemn in our 

hearts or by word of mouth the wrongdoing in which we were involved. 

We must resolve to separate ourselves completely from the wrong which 

we condemn in our business dealings, in our occupational practices and 

in our personal relationships. 

Our Selihot service is always preceded by11 Havdalah 11 
-- the 

ceremony of separation. In the profoundly meaningful Havdalah blessing 

we are bidden to separate 

between the holy and the profane 

between light and darkness 

between Israel and the nations 

between the Sabbath and the wee 

the profane 

Clearly the rayer reminds 

with all other animals we affirm 

inctly human. To

distinguish between 

inferior 

Man is no different f m animals, in fact probably 

in his capacity of distin ishing physical and 

material differences. Many animals can see 

~ore sensitive aw reness of touch. But, in the 

better and have a 

of moral and 

, we human beings stand alone. Only we can 

separate between holy and the profane, between good and evil. 

You can write the whole progress of civilizatbn strictly in terms 

of our growing power and inclination of making such distinctions. 

Selihot, the expression of our regrets, very properly is only a 

b · ~ f--r 5f-~~ d · h · b f ht f. 1 t· t ·th· eginning, an intro uction tote JO o ta ina soring ou wi 1n 
I\ 

between good and evil which is the ultimate achievement of repentance. 
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It takes a very sustained effort to actually separate and expel all 

that is corrupt and wrong within us. But this is what we're challenged 
d l,IJvtl.j fµ, ~pp~H~~ f,J. ~ f/Q/y 'J)~ It 

to doA UWe are to imp'tove God's wo~ld by beginning with ourselves. We 

are to listen attentively to "the still small voice" which, a wit once 

said, makes you feel still smaller. Only big people can do it. 

AMEN 
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The popular novel by Eric Segal, "Love Story.'' which some day 

will be consigned to the obscurity it so richly deserves, includes 

among its many false statements about love the definition that "love 

is n&ver having to say 'sorry' again." The underlying assumption 

that hurts between lovers don't count is preposterous. The opposite 

is true. Lovers feel the smallest slight far more intensely than 

strangers. No one apologizes more than the lover who suddenly realizes 

that he has offended the beloved. 

Selihot is the plural of the Hebrew word Seliha 1 which means 

"apology" or "I am sorry." 

What kind of love is it that would absolve you of the necessity 

of ever again having to say "sorry"? It would be a love that would gloss 

over offense and moral wrong doing. It would be a love that would stifle 

feelings of guilt and sedate them by sort of sentimental or sexual 

intoxication. Such love which overlooks defects is not equal to the 

kind of love which wants the beloved to grow, improve and become purified 

of evil. 

Clearly, the beginning of moral regeneration is our willingness 

to say "sorry." If we want all that is good for our beloved, we surely 

want him to be good and better. As ardently as we would want a beloved 

who has fallen ill to recover health, so would we want him to recover 

morally when he has fallen. If an apology is a step in the direction of 

moral regeneration, we would expect it from those we love. But, let me 
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add quickly, the expression of regret, 11 seliha 11 
--

11 I am sorry" is by no 

means full and valid repentance. Seliha does not specify our wrong 

dong. Rather it 1s a plea for the continued good will of the offended 

or injured party. It is just a wish, a sentiment. 

Scholars tell us that the word 11 seliha 11 is derived from the 

ancient Acadian word which means "sprinkle, perfume, de•odorize. 11 

It suggests the easiest way, the most popular method of trying to repair 

a disturbed relationship. Seliha, pardon me, excuse me, I'm sorry -

let's be friends again and forget the whole thing. It invites a 

reconciliation without profound moral regeneration. It offers a 

patching up of things without restitution or real refonn. 

We know from experience that apologies don't settle very much. 

It is not enough for the offender to ask again for the good will of 

the other person whom he has deeply hurt by insult, by betrayal, by 

breach of trust, by neglect, by deception, by exploitation. It is not 

enough that we say, after causing great torment to someone, "pardon 

me, 11 seliha! There must also be a change -- a drastic change within 

the offender, to raise up the hope of genuine reconciliation. LThis can 

only be accomplished by the second step in the process of moral regeneration 

which is described by the Hebrew word of 11 teshuvah. 11 

Teshuvah means literally "return," a drastic change, a turning away 

from sin, rejecting the corrupt and returning to a state of integrity. 

Teshuvah means a disavowal of a certain part of ourselves, an inner 

separation. It means the giving up of wrongful desire, the suppression 

and eradication of the lust to which we yaelded in our weakness, the 

giving up of deeply rooted habits and addictions. Teshuvah means a genuine 

removal of the wrong to which we have become attached. This may involve 
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a far-reaching removal of ourselves from a corrupting environment. It 

may mean the separation of a relationship. It may mean the termination 

of a degrading association. It is not enough that we condemn in our 

hearts or by word of mouth the wrongdoing in which we were involved. 

We must resolve to separate ourselves completely from the wrong which 

we condemn in our business dealings, in our occupational practices and 

in our personal relationships. 

Our Selihot service is always preceded by"Havdalah" -- the 

ceremony of separation. In the profoundly meaningful Havdalah blessing 

we are bidden to separate 

between the holy and the profane 

between light and darkness 

between Israel and the nations 

between the Sabbath and the week 

between the holy and the profane 

Clearly the prayer reminds us of what is distinctly human. To

gether with all other animals we affirm the power to distinguish between 

light and darkness. Man is no different from animals, in fact probably 

inferior to animals in his capacity of distinguishing physical and 

material differences. Many animals can see and hear better and have a 

more sensitive awareness of touch. But, in the realm of moral and 

spiritual distinctions, we human beings stand alone. Only we can 

separate between holy and the profane, between good and evil. 

You can write the whole progress of civilizatbn strictly in terms 

of our growing power and inclination of making such distinctions. 

Selihot, the expression of our regrets, very properly is only a 

beginning, an introduction to the job of that final sorting out within 

between good and evil which is the ultimate achievement of repentance. 
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It takes a very sustained effort to actually separate and expel all 

that is corrupt and wrong within us. But this is what we're challenged 

to do. We are to improve God's world by beginning with ourselves. We 

are to listen attentively to "the still small voice" which, a wit once 

said, makes you feel still smaller. Only big people can do it. 

AMEN 
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WHAT OF THE NIGHT? 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Eve of Rosh Hashonah 
September 8 

1972 

Has it ever happened to you that, travelling on a bus or train, you 

temporarily lost track of time and place until you suddenly bestirred 

yourself and asked almost aloud: "Where am I?" What is the time? 11 

This starting hour of Rosh Hashonah is one of these moments of 

awakening. A year has gone by. Our attention has been distracted by 

all sorts of trivia. For long stretches of time we kind of drifted with 

the flow of events -- and now, suddenly, we all want to know: 11 Where 

are we? What is happening to the world? Have we missed our destination? 

Are we still going in the right direction? 11 

The mood of this moment of awakening is reflected in a mysterious 

passage in the Bible. No precise date is available for the incident which 

I shall describe. We only vaguely know the area, an exposed border-outpost, 

guarded day and night by armed guards. The people living there are 

understandably tense and worried. It is a very dark night and uncertainty 

hangs in the air. Someone shouts to the watchman: 

1'Watchman, what of the night? Watchman, what of the night?" 

From an unseen spot a voice answers: » •. [' p rJ ., I'~ l~J>.Jc 

''The morning cometh and al so the night. 11 (Isaiah 21.11) 

It is a puzzling, enigmatic answer, as promising as it is threatening. 
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~e, too, are factng perilous times. We are on the border of the 

New Year, at the edge of the unknown. Dark and hidden is the future and 

we turn to the eternal Watchman, the guardian of Israel "who neither 

slumbers nor sleeps" --

"WHAT OF THE NIGHT? HOW LONG SHALL FEAR AND GLOOM HOLD US IN 

THEIR GRIP?" 

l. Munich 

Barely two weeks ago, with the grand opening of the Olympic Games 

in Munich, Germany, the dominant voice of history seemed to say 11 morning 

cometh. 11 Something very beautiful and promising was happening. Over 

80,000 enthusiasts from all over the world watched the impressive opening 

ceremonies of the Olympic Games and many millions saw it on their 

television screens. Ancient and modern symbols stirred the imagination. 

The torch bearer, whose arrival marked the beginning of the Olympics, 

reminded us of the first such contest in ancient Athens in 776 B.C.E. 

The Greek Olympic Games at their height drew no more than 285 athletes 

from ten nations. This year, 7,000 young people, representing the flower 

of the youth of 121 countries from all continents were convening at 

Munich. The world has grown and so have the distinctions and differences, 

the divisions and the conflicts. All the more important was this 

demonstration of international fellowship. Of this the Psalmist sang in 

the familiar words: 

"Behold how good and how pleasant it is 

For brethren to meet together in unity." (Psalm 133) 
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Black and white, Jew and gentile -- lovely young men and women were 

celebrating youth and beauty and determined to create within the framework 

of sportsmanship an example of the international human community. 

Two weeks ago, if anyone asked, "Watchman, what of the night?" 

the world's answer was: 

"Morning cometh!" 

The Olympic torch had kindled a new and radiant hope in the possibili

ties of human co-existence and friendship. 

There was another symbol which intensified our optimism, a symbol 

which spoke directly to the Jewish people, to the survivors of the 

holocaust: - the city of Munich then and now! Munich, where Adolf Hitler 

used to assemble his goose-stepping storm troopers with swastikas flying 

from every flagpole, Munich, the former spiritual capital of the vilest 

racism, had turned into the center of international and inter-racial 

amity. Munich, 1972, which applauded the Israeli team carrying their 

banners with the Star of David upon the blue and white, was determined 

to wipe out the memory of Munich of the 193O 1 s and 4O 1 s when the Star of 

Dayid upon a patch of yellow was the Nazi target for beating, torture, 

shooting and gassing. 

A memorial service for all the victims of Nazi persecution in Dachau, 

attended by thousands of Olympic athletes, was meant to underscore the 

fact that the night of hatred had ended and a new day had dawned. 

This hope, such as it was, was short-lived. True, Hitler was dead. 

The Nazi party belonged to history. But, hatred still remained. Forty-

eight hours ago newspapers published the photographs of Israeli 

athletes who were gunned down in cold blood by their Arab captors. Among 

them, Ho,leWeinberg, married only ten months, father of an infant child 
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whom he had barely had time to lay eyes upon, -- a man whose greatest 

ambition was to befriend Arab athletes at the Olympics ..... David 

Berger, a 26-year old lawyer from Shaker Heights in Ohio, whose dream 

had been to become an Israeli ..••. Mark Slavin, an 18-year old 

immigrant from the Soviet Union who had been in Israel only three 

months. 

These and their Israeli comrades are now mourned by us in David's 

lament for fallen heroes: 

"The lovely and the pleasant 

In their lives, even in their death 

They were not divided. 

They were swifter than eagles 

They were stronger than lions. 11 (I I Samuel l. 2) 

We lament also the fallen hope of weary mankind who had anxiously 

cried out, •~watchman, what of the night?" and who, for two beautiful 

fleeting weeks, had really believed that morning had come -- but soon 

also came the night. 

My friends, let no one say that what happened at Munich was just 

another act of violence in a violent age, 

Arabs and Israelis are constantly fighting. 

and what can you expect when 

The terrorist attack represents something totally new and unprecedented 

in the chronicle of human conflict. This was a desecration of one of the 

few remaini_ng sanctuaries for peace and hope in the world. This was an 

assault upon people who had come there as messengers of peace. It was not 

only the killing of men, but the killing of a dream. The Arab terrorists, 

their allies and protectors, have placed themselves outside the pale of 
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civilization. Since they will not stop at anything, the organized world 

community must stop them. 

2. Moscow 

There was another historical moment tltis year which kindled high 

hopes that have turned sour. The President of the United States, in 

a bold reversal of his long-standing role as the world's leading 

antagonist of Communism, visited China and the Soviet Union. It was 

in the springtime of the year, the season of hope, that President Nixon 

reported to the world that a number of significant agreements, agree-

ments to halt the nuclear arms race, to embark upon scientific cooperation, 
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to engage in greater cultural exchange, to walk together more freely 

as fellow human beings. 

When I arrived in Israel in July, I found a state of euphoria. 

Hopes ran high for a normalization of relationship with Russia. 

For the first time in 50 years, the anxious query of three million 

Russian Jews, l'Watchman, what of the night? 11 
-- could be answered: 

11 Morning cometh! 11 

Did not the Soviet Union open the door of emigration a little 

wider? Was not the number of Jews who left Russia for Israel in June 

the highest ever in any single month? 

~orning came -- but also the night. Suddenly our joy has turned 

into sadness. All of a sudden a stupendous price has been levied as 

body tax upon every educated Jew who wants to leave the Soviet Union. 

The new decree, which is already in force, has not yet been published 

because the Russians first want to test the reaction of world opinion. 

Before we react ourselves, let us try to understand the new Soviet 

policy on Jewish emigration. Is this just another tactic in Russia's 

long conflict with Israel? By cutting off emigration, is the Soviet 

Union trying to block Israel's hope for growth? 

Such an explanation is sheer rubbish in view of the fact that Russia 

is not barring emigration to Israel but rather trying to make a huge 

profit by it. The Russians have discovered the Jews could be good 

merchandise. Their latest human price list quotes the value of an 

educated Jew at about $23,300. We are back to the moral level of the 
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closing years of World War II when Hitler's legions offered to trade 

Jews for trucks. 

The Communists have maintained all along, on the basis of their 

philosophy of dialectic materialism, that the human being is nothing 

but an economic quantity. This represents the ultimate degradation 

and de-sanctification of the human being. If this view prevails in 

our world, if Russia can do this with impunity and other governments 

come to treat tneir citizens likewise, you can kiss good-bye all the 

personal freedoms and all the so-called inherent rights of man which 

were asserted in our American Declaration and which, at least on paper, 

are proclaimed in the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights. The 

sum and substance of everything we stand for as Jews and which we 

solemnly reaffirm today and whenever we hold a religious service is 

in direct confrontation with this Communist philosophy of man. When 

we declare God to be our King, we deny in the same breath that the 

state owns its citizens body and soul. What is at stake is more than 

politics, more than Israel: the dignity and freedom of man! If 

Judaism,if the major religions, if the so-called moral forces in the 

world today, do not react to the Russian edict which would merchandise 

human beings as an item of international trade, then we are all 

morally and spiritually bankrupt. If the civilized world truly abhors 

air piracy and sky-jacking for purposes of extortion, how can it 

tolerate the Russian scheme against Jews which commits the crime of 

kidnapping and blackmail as a national policy? 
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There are certainly many other troubling issues to which we would 

turn our attention on an evening such as this. We are deeply troubled 

by our own spiritual delinquency, by a deepening Jewish illiteracy, 

by the erosion of marriage and family standards, by the rise of crime, 

by the pollution of our country's political morality. We are 

bewildered by a national election campaign in which we are given the 

dtsquteting choice between a national policy of benign neglect on the 

one hand and the rhetoric of utopianism on the other. As a consequence, 

we see a massive deterioration of public confidence in thepolitical 

process and a decline of credibility affecting all parties and political 

leaders. These are some of the issues which surely deserve our searching 

concern this year and I hope to do so in the months to come -- yet, 

surpassing all these important issues is the one on which hinges the 

life and death of the Jewish people in our time. What happens to three 

million Jews is this year's number one issue for us. 

Here are we -- and they are across the Russian border. We are 

safe, prosperous, happy, free. We cannot share our good fortune with 

them. But, we can fight for their human rights! 

Remember the lesson of 3,000 years of our history: the destiny 

of one community before long becomes the destiny of~ Jewish communities. 

The Russian novelist, Alksander I. So~henitsyn, in his Nobel Prize 

acceptance speech, signalled to the free world the kind of response 

which must be made to Russian oppression. Said Solzhenitsyn: 

"The timid civilized world has found nothing with which to oppose 

the onslaught of the sudden revival of bare-faced barbarity other than 

concessions and smiles." 
\ 
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The time for restraint is over. The time for timid waiting is 

over -- and the time for smiles of friendship has not yet come. If 

we allow our brothers in the Soviet Union to be treated like slaves, 

we would, oursleves, sink into a slave mentality. 
c;le.-plote.,, 

I - · Meir Kahane 1 s threat, in the name of the 

Jewish Defense League, to kidnap Russian diplomats in America as 

retaliation for the Soviet mistreatment of Jews. But silence, 

indifference, inaction are even less acceptable. 

In all public controversies, we at Washington Hebrew Congregation 

generally have avoided public display and marching in the street. In 

the past, we usually favored the quiet, judicious approach of persuasion 

which is the correct approach for a time blessed with the daylight of 

reason. For a short moment last spring it seemed that anew morning 

had indeed dawned for Russia. But, today we see that night has fallen 

again upon that land. Refinement and sophistication are not an adequate 

response to the raw brutality of Soviet tactics. Lives are at stake. 

Our survival is on the block. 

The time has come for Washington Hebrew Congregation to come out 

into the open, to be seen and to be heard, together with fellow Jews of 

all branches of Judaism. 

Last aight, I atteaded a dinaer for a very selict group of scnolars 

ad high gover:ament officials. A promiaeat former secretary of 

tae Fresideat•s cabiaet walked up to me, shook y aa.•d a•d said: "Rabbi," 

"I wa•t to express my deepest sympathy to you." For a momeat I 

woadered, whom did he refer to? Thea, it suddeRly became clear; •• 

could o•ly have referred tottie 11 slai• Israelis • He fully ide•tified 
me, a• America• Jew, with my Israeli brothers. I• his eyes, we were~ 
family. WE ARE S~EN AS ONE PEOPLE BY OUR FRIENDS AND 

SURELY BY OUH ENfil1Ii:S. What aappe•s to Jews i• Israel a.ad to Jews 
i• Russia, for better or for worse, is part of our owa destiay. 
W• must therefore act as~ people. 
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3. An Action Program 

So, what can we do? In the first place, we must again and again 

express our will as citizens. We must not let our government, from 

the President on down, do business as usual with the Soviet Union. 

As long as Moscow persists in a policy of collective crime against our 

people, there must be fewer of our votes in favor of treaties and 

transactions with the Soviet Union. Our congressmen, our senators, 

the White House and all the media which reach public opinion, including 

the open street, must feel our indignation and, we should hope, also 

the indignation shared by morally outraged persons of every creed and 

color. I believe that Americans are a compassionate people. I 

believe that our fellow citizens will support our struggle if only 

they were better informed of the plight of Russian Jews, if they knew 

as we know that the mere expression of aRussian Jew's wish to join his 

family abroad is sufficient cause for instant dismissal from his job, 

harrassment, trial for treason and, if not imprisoned, to be literally 

thrown into the street to live in the limbo of being able to neither 

work nor leave until ransomed by our people outside the Soviet Union. 

There is a second line of action for which we must be prepared. 

Every public appearance of a Russian official or visitor should be 

turned by us into a time for legal yet vigorous protest. At every 

international conference, at every exhibit arranged by the Soviet Union, 

at every performance of Russian artists, there must be some appropriate 

expression by us which would challenge Russia's barbaric treatment of 

Jews. 
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Two weeks ago, the U.S. Navy Secretary, John W. Warner, proposed 

a reciprocal arrangement by which Russian warships would be welcomed 

in American ports. If this ill-timed proposal is to be adopted, I 

should hope that an outpouring of protestors would give the Russian 

Navy a hot reception. 

The opposite of love is not hatred but indifference. Indifference 

is the deep-freeze of all human relations. The call to battle against 

Russian oppression is really a call to overcome our inertia and our 

indifference. It is a passionate plea · for brotherhood in action. 

4. Morning Will Come 

"Watchman, what of the night?" 

The morning has come and gone -- how long lasts the night? 

This year 1 s Rosh Hashonah falls on a Sabbath. It prompts the 

question, what good is the synagogue? What good are our prayer:, 

Sabbath after Sabbat~ in response to all these crimes against humanity? 

How effective is religion in dealing with the sins and brutality and 

oppression in all of their devilish variety? 

Eli Wiesel tells the following story: 

Once a saintly rabbi came to a town as wicked as Sodom. He knew the 

full depth of their depravity, yet undaunted he preached to the people: 

"Please do not be murderers. Do not be thieves. Do not be silent 

and do not be indifferent. 11 

He went on preaching day after day. Few, if any, listened to him. 

However, he persisted in his preaching for many years. Finally, someone 

asked him: 
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11Rabbi, why do you do all that? Don't you see it is of no use?" 

He answered: 

11 You might be right; it may be of no use; but I will tell you 

why I go on preaching and praying. In the beginning I thought I had 

to do so in order to change them. Now I know that I must scream and 

shout, I must preach and pray so that they should not change me. 11 

When the night of barbarism descends upon large portions of mankind, 

it is all the more important we preserve something of the light within 

our hearts which, some day, will break forth as a new and beautiful 

morning for all humanity. 

AMEN 



WHAT OF THE NIGHT? 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Eve of Rosh Hashonah 
September 8 

1972 

Has it ever happened to you that, travelling on a bus or trains&& 

.... m· i h kE llg ab30; L I . I J I dlii j I 4 you temporarily 1 ost 

track of time and place until you suddenly bestirred yourself and asked 

almost aloud: 

"Where am I? What is the time?" 

This starting hour of Rosh Hashonah is one of these moments of 

awakening. A year has gone by. Our attention has been distracted by all 

sorts of trivia. For long stretches of time we kind of drifted with the 

flow of events -- and now, suddenly, we all want to know: 

11 Where are we? What is happening to the world? Have we missed our 

destination? Are we still going in the right direction?" 

The mood of this moment of awakening is reflected in a mysterious 

passage in the Bible. No precise date is available for the incident which 

I shall describe. We only vaguely know the area, an exposed border.outpost 
/ 

guarded day and night by armed guards. The people living there are 

understandably tense and worried. It is a very dark night and uncertainty 

hangs in the air. Someone shouts to the watchman: 

~ ~tchman, what of the night? Watchman, what of the 
o""-' 

From~unseen spot a voice answers: 

11The morning cometh and also the night. 11 (Isaiah 21.11) 

It is a puzzling, enigmatic answer, as promising as it is threatening. 

,, f,U,nr1 
,. -r -: 
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whom he had barely had time to lay eyes upon, -- a man whose greatest 

ambition was to befriend Arab athletes at the Olympics .•..• David 

Berger, a 26-year old lawyer from Shaker Heights in Ohio, whose dream 

had been to become an Israeli ..... Mark Slavin , , an 18-year old 

immigrant from the Soviet Union who had been in Israel only three months. 
~C>IJ 

These and their Israeli comrades are~mourned by us in David's 

lament for fallen heroes: 

11 The lovely and the pleasant 

In their lives, even in their death 

They were not divided. 

Tney were swifter than eagles 

They were stronger than lions. (II Samuel 1.2) 

We lament also the fallen hope of weary mankind who had anxiously 

cried out, 11 Watchman, what of the night? 11 and who, for two beautiful 

fleeting weeks, had really believed that morning had come -- but soon 

also came the night. 

2. Moscow 

There was another historical moment this year which kindled high 

hopes that have turned sour. The President of the United States, in 

a bold reversal of his long-standing role as the world's leading 

antagonist of Corrmunism, visited China and the Soviet Union. It was 

in the springtime of the year, the season of hope, that President Nixon 

reported to the world that a number of _ significant agreements, agree

ments to halt the nuclear arms race, to embark upon scientific cooperation, 



THE SABBATH KEEPS ITS KEEPERS 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Eve of Yorn Kippur 
Sunday, September 17 

1972 

A charming legend dwells on a decisive moment in Jewish history. 

When our forefathers reached the borders of the promised Land, after 

forty years of wandering in the wilderness, there was one more barrier, 

one more obstacle to overcome: the River Jordan. The transportation 

of the Holy Ark across the waters of the River Jordan created a special 

problem because, according to the Law of Moses, the Ark had to be 

carried manually. How would the priests manage to do it without 

drowning and without sinking the Ark to the bottom of the river? The 

problem was solved in a surprising manner. \-!hen the priests entered 

the swift currents of the R~ver, the Ark turned out to be more buoyant 

than the priests. According to Rabbi Berechiah 

)' J' /¥ QI$ J. /c J? C f )jG'li 

11 THE ARK CARRIED ITS CARRIERS" (Shemot Rabbah 36.4) 

The incident illustrates the value of religion. If you take hold 

of your faith and willingly bear the burden of its responsibilities, 

there will come a time when the burden of religion will be a life-safing 

raft; it will carry you safely across the turbulent waters of life. 
-e"'-t. coi,y,.ev--s!P~ G..fo1.,q_,.fe,/~,0145 S1/5~ 

Apply this to ~[f fjl . & Ju hMPtt,, the 

Sabbath Day. With its curb on work and travel. plus other rules and 

restrictions, the first impression of the Sabbath has always been that 

of a troublesome burden. But, those of us who keep it and make the 

necessary sacrifices, discover that the Sabbath does more for us than 
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There are at least three major problem areas of modern life which 

can be negotiated much more successfully by those who are keepers of 

the Sabbath. 

1. Influence on Horne and Family Life 

Highest on our list of priorities are the home and the family. 

The troubled family is the inr.iediate cause of every social problem, 

""it ;la&fl::g crime, • __ .._~and moral decay. fin the --

as jumped fi VP--•TTTn•-. 

er than the incre ed, largely bee e of major ~ns • 
✓ 

in the area of family life. llha1Ye don't understand precisely 8why 

our family life is falling apart and why even those that stay together 

are less effective in shaping the character of the young. Where lies 

the weakness of the American family? 

This Dr. Abraham Heschel has tried to explain: 

"The heart of the Ten Commandments ;s to be found in the words. 

• revere thy father and thy mother'." 

Without profound reverence for father and mother, our ability to 

observe the other Commandments 1s dangerously impaired. The problem we 
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face, the problem I, as a father, face is why in the world should my 

children revere me? 

The big question we must answer 1s: Do our lives command respect? 
"-

The Jewish humorist, Shalom Aleichem, said that he had two mothers: 

a weekday ther, who was an unattractive poor old woman. and a Shabbes 

mother, a beautiful queen. The Sabbath did not really change the faces 

of our people., but changed their attitudes and feelings towards each 

other. What a difference it would make to our family life, to the 

stability of marriage, 1f there wer one day in seven on which nothing 

is allowed to interfere with the endeavor of finding joy in one another. 

t n this past year, newspapers reported the following local 

fam ly tragedy. A 28-year old government official, the exec tive 

secre ry of the President's Cost of Livin Council, with a br liant 

suburban 

after supper. slumped down on 

his living room ouch to rest. While he was asleep, s wife walked 

over, put a bullet in his head and then killed herself w h the same 

quoted neighbors as saying thats 

complaining for a long t e about her husband's seven day work 

been 

But• the husband 

\ 

Clearly, the wife corm·tted an atrocious crime. 

was not innocent either. live with a spouse 
I 
\ who has turned into a stranger. neglected in marriage is to be 

\ . d \ reJecte • 
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Few are the marriages which are ruptured by a single major offense. 

Far more often. marriages die of emotional starvation because nothing, 

or not enough, is being done in a positive way to sustain the relationship. 

Far worse off than those who fight all the time are those couples who 

have less and less to do with each other. 

One of the ~tories of the Jewish tradition is that it created a 

life-style in which family relationships may be purified and renewed. 

The Talmud tells us of Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah who was once honored 

by the v it of the Roman emperor at his ome. Hananiah served his 

that they did 

emperor was profuse i his thanks and asked: 

taste?" 

1 which lends to our food a special 

aroma." 

"Will you ive me some of this spice? 11 

Rabbi Joshua answered: 

"He who observes the Sabbath will sense its aroma in all his meals 

on the Sabbath day." (Sab. 119a) 

What makes for the chann of the Jewish home on the Sabbath? The 

mandatory early arrival of family members in preparation for the 

festive w~al; children and parents sitting down together, well groomed 

and well dressed; flowers on the table, the wann glow of candles, the 

cups brinming with wine and the few moments of sanctity shared, as 
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benedictions are recited, voices join• in singing and parents bless 
;;:. {{ 

their children and exchange • affection. 

The old legend tells that when a Jew returns home from the synagogue, 

he is accompanied by an angel. Perhaps we're stretching the imagination 

a little if we identify the angel as his wife, -- but, indisputably, the 

Sabbath home observance has magic. It weaves a spell around the 

participants and tenderizes and glamorizes the whole family. It creates 

a setting conducive to the renewal a•1i iolem ifi e! i • of love 

between husband and wife nd b tween parents and children. 

The Sabbath never allowed husband and wife to become totally 

estranged; if they drifted apart during th eek, the Sabbath gave them 

No method designed by an has ever matched the Sabbath as 

a means of endowing the horn with dignity and spiritual warmth. 

;bto?J ,,,,c f.ii.o :::Jj :.::•e ID />NJ0 .J)JC- J111e· A~e"v 

The Sabbath keeps its keepers. Families that take the trouble to hold 

on to the Sabbath, are themselves more firmly held together by 1t. 

2. Relief From Tension 

--- eh• he · .. eul I 1 
Aft ~c~..s 

lz fal 1 eA Ser, Thomas l!:ag1 eLo _. gardl ess of party 

affiliation, experienced shock waves of emotion, disenchantment 
-~-e-k. Tt.!>"'1. ~~ C~-f.o----

and then deep sympathy forl\a man of very considerable ability and 

promise who appeared to be politically destroyed by the disclosure of 

a history of mental illness. Whatever Eagleton's future may be. he 
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has already unwittingl one much for our countrY. by calling attention 
\y 

to the magnitude of the nation's mental health problem. 

I shall spare you all the detailed statistics except for a brief 

su1I1T1ary of the facts. One out of 12 persons now alive in this country 

will spend some of his lifetime in a mental institution. In big cities, 

at least ten percent of all persons you meet are acutely suffering from 

a well defined mental disorder. More than half of all hospital beds in 

the United States are presently occupied by mental patients, not counting 

the ........ -~=-=----- ------ --·····••1,. __ .-

therapy. 

people being treated by psychiatrists in private 

Did you hear about the classified ad which appeared in a Los Angeles 

newspaper in the column of "positions wanted: 

Man, intelligent, 8 years of college, thirty-five, married and 

three children, desires opportunity to prove ability in legitimate 

creative position which will pay sufficient salary to enable him to 

afforrpsychoanalysis. 

Annually some 8 million 
f'ov- wi.~"t 

Americans are being treated~is known as nervous breakdown, nervous 

exhaustion or mental depression. Thomas Eagleton•s biography is 

typical for a large number of those who succumb to it. He was always 

an intense, hard-driving person who tended to over-drive himself. 

After Amherst and Harvard La\-1 School, he plunged into pol 1tics. If 
t:ne age Ji 31, 1·4 i:iiiC the .Y(}lJR~est €\ate hftoFPtl!' tn Jnssetu i; a;t: 

'1 35 +be Jiilmgesl I 1eoteoa r @11 m tlfft Newsweek's Washington bureau 

chief drew the following statement from Eagleton: 



"I have made politics more than a career. It is my whole life's 

blood. I eat politics. I sleep it, I breathe it, I'm all consumed by 

it. I don't play golf. I don't play much bridge any more ••••• 

I don't putter around the yard on weekends. And\ ith the exception of 

an occasional book on baseball, I read nothing but political biographies-

Huey Long, Churchill, ussolini." (Newsweek, August 7, 1972, page 19) 

I wonder how many in our Congregation could put themselves into 

this statement, replacing only the word "politics" with~eference to 
'11,1)1-e. tA~ ~A...-f,h ink,,,; 

their own occupation. There must be
1

just fewJ~o~talK&_dream 

of nothing but their legal case:;or ,iedical practice)or busines~or 

position, what~ver it may be. 

Such men are well on the way to self destruction. Every man on 

a treadmill has his breaking point. As Ro er ou1s Stevenson sugge 

ws urry and reaps indigestion." Vin i✓ j--

The pace that kills is the pace that never. hanges. My good 

neighb~dmiral Arleigh A. Burke, one ssued a fonnal order in his 

c~ty as Chief of Naval Operati s~ directing high ranking officers 

0ot only to take their full v ations but also to absent themselves 

onal mornings and afte oons in order "to 

nd strains of their pos 1ons. 11 Admiral Burke 

argued that eir physical survival deP, ded upon "interrupting 

the bomba dment of stress im ulses at frequent intervals." 

I once copied from the desk of a business executive an anonymous 

prayer which I saw there}laminated and framed. It was entitled simply 



.. a .. 

DESK PRAYER 
i\ 

Slow me down, Lord; ease the pounding of my heart by the quieting 

of my mind. •SI ea,ly 11g, h, : i cd pace-wl Clt±thc ; 1Si8t1 el tlie I ; ooi. 

• Give me, amidst the confusion of my day, the calmness 

of the everlasting hills. Break the tensions of my nerves and 

muscles with the soothing music of the .singing streams that live in 

my memory. 

Teach me the art of slowing down, to look at a flower, to chat 

with a friend, to pat a dog, to read a few lines from a good book. 

Remind me that the race is not always to the swift. th t there is 

more to life than increasing its speed.
11 

t e National Association Association for Mental 

the f\owing 

to escap~rorn 

where shall wee 1 ,~ 
~ welco~e 11~ QrPdU- J 

For us Jews the Sabbath has always beenAa psychological retreat and 

shelter. The word literally means 11 rest 11 and 

there is no rest and relief as healing as 24 hours without pressure, 

without needing to prove yourself a success, without deadlines, without 

chasing bargains, without having to do anything -- a day of truce and 

peace. 

But why must it be the Jewish Sabbath? Won't Sunday or any other 

day-off do? 
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The social scientist. Lewis Mumford, himself a Christian, had this 

to say about the American Sunday: 

"Sunday as a day of rest has now become another day of busy work, 

filled \tith amusements and restless diversions not essentially different 

fro. the routine of the work week. We continually activate leisure 

time instead of letting all work and routine duties come serenely to a 

halt." 

so 

rivacy, 

Chesterton, in his autobiography, expressed amazement at people who 

can't sit still
1

doing nothing: 

"I feel as if I had not y t had enough time to unpacl' even one tenth 
-i:;~ 

part of luggage of my life and thoughts. For my own part, I never 

can get enough 'nothing to do'. 11 

I suspect, friends, that what makes us run so nuch is a b9sic lack wk ~ w..e.. ber,_.,.,~J?-_<zwr~ t-,~.fv- f .,..v?oc 
of self respect. We see~ to despise our{wn inner life.AJrowth in 

~ 
personal depth and inner tranquility~, 1 · F 11 J; I ; i J, 

front steps and watch the grass growing." 

Strict Sabbath rest is not our gift to God, but God's gift to us: 

{' 1 /JI l, }) re )J✓J(i,, i{;.,fo:il j)IC ~ 10 -----.JI ,.'.\,Q, ;:i 

"The Sabbath keeps its keepers! The Sabbath keeps mentally fit 

those who rest body and mind on the Sabbath day. 
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3. The Search for Significance 

For the last several years, Americans have chosen highly visible 

forms of self expression. Nev er before have so many buttons, patches 

and bumper stickers been on display. One car has been repdted with 

a sign stuck to its bumper: 

"Don't follow me. I'm lost." 

z: u, 1c r t : t t;w a ·:nHed f ?fl\ ef Jo:,t sw·Js, p t&i 

~ rn I ; slilp ts Phbftiiips There are two kinds of going astray: the 

generation that wandered in the wilderness for forty years often lost 

their way but never their goal. They kept looking for the Promised 

Land and reached it in the end. The other kind of going astray is to 

lose not only the way but also your aim, your goal, your purpose. This 

is not confusion, but tragedy: "For him who has no port to sail to, 

all winds are unfavorable." 

J 

Those who fall into this 
~Ol\ th~ 

M&hF becoh,e_.. 
category live adrift in aimlessness. 

drop-outs 
_J 

t'gre~~s-,. thousands of gifted, sensitive college stude~ts and, surprisingly, 

quite a few adults and middle aged persons who, after "making it11 in 

their vocations and enterprises, have run out of steam. They are 

spiritually drafoed, bored to the point of desperation, holding themselves 

and their work in contempt. 

A sprinkling of these lost souls are rawn to exotic cults which 

are preached by various visiting gurus. Others try to relieve their 

inner ache on the psychiatrist's couch -- if they can afford it. 

However, there is little psychiatry can do for them. The eminent therapist, 
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farl Jung, said: 

"The central neurosis of our time i~eo1ptiress 11 

It is a sickaass of the soul, spiritual starvation. 

It is also reflected in the writings of our popular novelists 

and p 1 ayri ghts. The·, ~omi nant theme o:e ~, =ic1!dlfflr1~1 ::l];;:;·t;• mm:s:a:=t!~f hebP. 

..._ •• ~-~is the 

all. 

absurdity, the meaninglessness of 1t 

Hemingway in uoeath in the Afternoon" said: 

"I live in a vacuum that is as lonely as a radio tube when the 

batteries are dead and there is no current to plug in to. 11 

Eugene O'Neill in "Long Day's Journey into N1ght 11 mirrors the 

despair at life's emptiness: 

11 Life's only meaning is death." 

These and ~1!!11:al:B~if: other artists~ 

~illustrate the decadence of 

western culture. Together collectively they are saying: 

"Don't follow me. I'm lost." 

There has been a steady crumbling away of our values. Kingman 

Brewster of Yale University stated the problem concisely when, at 

colllTlencement exercises, he compared the Class of 1941 1 in which he 

graduated, with students of this decade: 

"We were.fkeptical of ends without means. As we look at you, 

we see the specter of means without ends, power without purpose." 

-(Life. June 21, 1963) 
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This h our problem: "Means without ends, power without purpose. 11 

o,~ 
We the best-fed, '4!+:ie best- housed, tlla best-educated generation 

wondering whether anything really matters. 

We should be grieved over the spiritual emptiness of so many, but 

not surprised. Values and purposes of life do not grow on trees nor 

do they come in handy packages. 

In the western world only one people ever succeeded in vacating 

a major place for the cultfvat1on of ooral and spiritual values by 

the rank and file. We Jes, for nearly 30 centuries, accustomed 

ourselves to devote one seventh of our life, one day out of seven, 

to the clarification of purpose rather than the acquisition of means. 

What national parks are doing for the preservation of America's 

scenic beauty, the 52 Sabbaths of the year are trying to do for the 
.J el.(, ol 

preservation of all that is good and beautiful in o ,it values, 

beliefs and ideals. During the s;x days of the week, we cannot help 

but pollute some of our idealism. Of necess;ty, all sorts of 

compromises file away our principles. But, the seventh day is Israel's 
r~ .. e•a-iok i(illlilit -.f!iijllt" JJ 

day of spiritual , purification andAre-adjustment of v t, 
A. • \ 1,/ ,',5 i () {,(J 

binoculars of fa;th to catch again the distant view of •!l!!b yet to 

be fulfilled. 

The fourth cof'ililandment says: "Remember the Sabbath to keep it 
be.;~,~ 

Those who keep the Sabbath are themslivesA1ftore sensitive 

to the sacred things in life. 

{')}110 _i,c )J/Jb =r£b1 
:
3 ) I 

The Sabbath keeps alive the moral and spiritual integrity of its keepers. 
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CotvCL\JS,o,V 

Soaewker i• .Ellglaad, i• a small couatry cemetery, sta.ds a 

toabsto•e i•scribed wit 2 li•es which - up t e life story 

---aad also t e tra5edy --- of possibly a m.J"Ority of peopl 

i• ta Wester• worl: 

Here lies He•ry Spicer 

Bora a a., a di a grocer. 

Our geaeral way of life, i• t e lower as well as u the upper 

class s, te•ts to re uce ~•opl tofu ctio•. It is a ae uma.izi•g 

process i ta course o~ whica oae beco es eomethi•g of a tool, 

rai d of •ig~ rm a.Jli•g aa purpose It is a coaditio• of spiri-
tual bo•dage, • 

S.J?iritual 
re 

abbata as lib rat~oa ••• as the road to 

mea•i•g. 

&e• I told ay wife taat I wo~ld be preacai•g to igat 

about the Saooat , aot r ly as at· e to go to Te ple, 

but as a co plete d~ separate fro• t er st of the week by 
· 11·r t 1 ~.~ sa~ •• !1vit-~&J--~c~(vot.._ ~£ a 25.9ec1.a 1. e-s y , I\ '"-

"Jos, I aa afraid you are barki•g up the wro•g tree. 

Aft r Yom Kippur, aalf your co gregatio• woa't eve• come 

to a otaer service tis year ---an.d yo~ exp ct th m to 

aet coav rted just like tat to a full 24 aour iay of 

ao worK, ao shoppi•g, •o fixiag, ao ista•t travelli•g 

---52 times a year? 

I saall t 11 you w at I tol er: 
- t:J, c.s£;;fews 

My first uty is to ==~e wao wa•t to live as Jews. 
Si-\ck_Je.ws 

I believe we avel\ ~~~~;iii~nlE~ lO' 

Eve• if oaly oa perso• will liste•, I aust speak out of •Y 

aeepest co victioa a:ad say t 2.t t:ile prevaili.ag way of life i• o <-tr 

society•liii••• is o• its atabed. A Society which robs · people 

of t.ae mea~i:a 0 of life caaot elldure. 



I do •ot kaow how A erica_.a~-ll::aM.,., will recover tae value~ 

WJl.iC 
J-~ ...f"1,,H"101,<J 

oace gave the Aa&.JOA itsA rive aad sease of purpose. 

!Jut I k•ow what Jews aust &o to be saved froa a spiritually sick 

e•viro:am at. 

If you care for your f ily life, 

If you care for yuur meatal he~lth, 

If youcare for your dig•ity as a lluaa:a being, 

Ril .EMBE.K IBE SAi3BAl'H DAY AND KEEP IT HOLY 

Accordiag to a leg lll.told a•d retold 

ce•turies, t•e 10 lost tribes of Isra 1 are dwelli g 

ot er side of the riv r S~batyoa. For alaost 2 

for maay 

OI t e 

milleaia 

J wisa explorers aa av aturers search• fort is legeadary 

river. It was supposed to be unbridgeable 6 iays a of 
t • week;Jay -.ad aigat, aabatyoa tosse up a barrage of aeavy 

rocks out of its turbul eat waters. Oaly o the Sabbata day 

the waters of Sambatyoa, as if by agic, were at peace, 

flowia5 quietly aad softly. ii, 11 s J s Oa thirf~tJ 07 
the trav ler could cross over a.ad reach the 10 tribes 

of Israel. 

Th 1 gead says tais to us -t-o i 't': 
Six iays a we k tae Jew is separated froa ais people a its culture 

by foraidable obstacles. A ighly coapetitive society• gages aia 

ia t e 6- ay war for coao ic survival. fie turbuleace of life 

turiag t e week bars t way to reuaioa wit Israeli• persoa aia 
i:a. sp i r i t . 

Oaly o• t e Sabb&ta ie it feasibl fort Jew to cross 

s batyoa, to reawake:a. his Jewisa co•sciousaess, to revive the spark 

of Jewis 1 ar:a.i , to restore t e !•eli g of coaa ity wit fellow

Jews, tor tura to ata people a•d its ideals. Amea. 
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THE SABBATH KEEPS ITS KEEPERS 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Eve of Yorn Kippur 
Sunday, September 17 

1972 

When our forefathers reached the borders of the promised land, after 
r 

forty years of wandering in the wilderness, there was one more barrier, 

one more obstacle to overcome: the River Jordan. The transportation 

of the Holy Ark across the · ~aters of the River Jordan created a special 

problem because, according to the Law of Moses, the Ark had to be 

carried manually. How would the priests manage to do i t without 

drowning and without sinking the Ark to the bottom of the river? The 

problem was solved in a surprising manner. r!r:en t he priests entered 

the swift currents of the River, the Ark turned out to be more buoyant 

than the priests. According to Rabbi Berechiah 

I' f';.._ ,'O .A u:- 1~0 4,.~) v<""f --.....; ; ~;,,,· Q r 
"THE ARK CARRIED ITS CARRIERS " (Shemot Rabbah 36.4) 

The incident illustrates the value of religion. If you take hold 

of your faith and willingly bear the burden of its responsibilities, 

there will come a time when the burden of religion will be a life-saving 

raft; it will carry you safely across the turbulent waters of life. 

Apply this to the corner stone of our religious system, the Sabbath 

Day. With its curb on work and travel, plus other rules and restric

tions, the first impression of the Sabbath has always been that of a 

troublesome burden. But, those of us who keep it and make the necessary 
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livelihood. The turbulence of life during the week bars the way to 

reunion with Israel in person and in spirit. Only on the Sabbath is 

it feasible for the Jew to cross Sambatyon, to reawaken his Jewish 

consciousness, to revive the spark of Jewish learning, to restore 

the feeling of community fellow-Jews, to return to his people and to 

its ideals. 
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Conclusion 

What could be IT'.ore important to you than the quality of your family 

life, your mental health and your dignity as a hum n being fortified by 

a sense of purpose and significance? 

"Remember the Sabbath Day to keep it Holy." 

If you keep the Sabbath, it will keep you in turn 

Closer to your family 

Mentally stronger through rest and retreat 

And spiritually re-attached to high ai sand values which give 

meaning to human existence. 

This is the holiest night of the year. Sanctify ;t with one personal 

pledge between you and God. Choose the Sabbath as a meaningful self 

expression of yourJewishness. I pray that God may give to each of you 

life--would you devote one seventh of it to the giver? You will receive 

more than you give. 

ay God help you keep the Sabbath for the good of your soul, as the 

poet said: 

Had I but two pennies 

With one 

I would buy bread to feed my body 

With the other, 

A flower to feed my sou 1 • 



THE SABBATH KEEPS ITS KEEPERS 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Eve of Yorn Kippur 
Sunday, September 17 

1972 

A charming legend dwells on a decisive moment in Jewish history. 

When our forefathers reached the borders of the promised land, after 

forty years of wandering in the wilderness, there was one more barrier, 

one more obstacle to overcome: the River Jordan. The transportation 

of the Holy Ark across the waters of the River Jordan created a special 

problem because, according to the Law of Moses, the Ark had to be 

carried manually. How would the priests manage to do it without 

drowning and without sinking the Ark to the bottom of the river? The 

problem was solved in a surprising manner. W~en the priests entered 

the swift currents of the River, the Ark turned out to be more buoyant 

than the priests. According to Rabbi Berechiah 

1, A ..... ,I". r-. ••• Ii,~--· r ".·.' : ,_v-::..._0. 
;P. .,,.,,... i 

I w<'"tJ,.i: , .. /~ fr,,· • - ~.- . ,..,.,, ' · 

"THE ARK CARRIED ITS CARRIERS" (Shemot Rabbah 36.4) 

The incident illustrates the value of religion. If you take hold 

of your faith and willingly bear the burden of its responsibilities, 

there will come a time when the burden of religion will be a life-saving 

raft; it will carry you safely across the turbulent waters of life. 

Apply this to the corner stone of our religious system, the Sabbath 

Day. With its curb on work and travel, plus other rules and restric

tions, the first impression of the Sabbath has always been that of a 

troublesome burden. But, those of us who keep it and make the necessary 
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sacrifices, discover that the Sabbath does more for us than we do for 

the Sabbath. 

Even as the Ark carried its porters across the waters, so the 

Sabbath has upheld those who upheld it. 

Indeed, an old Hebrew saying makes precisely such a claim: 

) NI ' 

"THE SABBATH KEEPS ITS KEEPERS. 11 

There are at least three major problem areas of modern life which 

can be negotiated much more successfully by those who are keepers of 

the Sabbath. 

l . Influence on Home and Family Life 

Highest on our list of priorities are the home and the family. The 

troubled family is the immediate cau$e c every social problem, includ

ing crime. We don't understand precisely why our family life is falling 

apart and why even those that stay together are less effective in 

shaping the character of the young. Where lies the weakness of the 

American family? 

This Dr. Abraham Heschel has tried to explain: 

"The heart of the Ten Commandments is to be found in the words, 

'revere thy father and thy mother 1
•

11 

Without profound reverence for father and mother, our ability to 

observe the other Commandments is dangerously impaired. The problem we 

face, the problem I, as a father, face is why in the world should my 

children revere me? 
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The big question we must answer is: Do our lives command respect? 

The Jewish humorist, Shalom Aleichem, said that he had two mothers: 

a weekday mother, who was an unattractive poor old woman, and a Shabbes 

mother, a beautiful queen. The Sabbath did not really change the faces 

of our people, but changed their attitudes and feelings towards each 

other. What a difference it would make to our family life, to the 

stability of marriage, if there were one day in seven on which nothing 

is allowed to interfere with the endeavor of finding joy in one another. 

Few are the marriages which are ruptured by a single major offense. 

Far more often, marriages die of emotional starvation because nothing, 

or not enough, is being done in a positive way to sustain the relationship. 

Far worse off than those who fight all the time are those couples who 

have less and less to do with each other. 

One of the glories of the Jewish tradition is that it created a 

life style in which family relationships may be purified and renewed. 

What makes for the charm of the Jewish home on the Sabbath? The mandatory 

early arrival of family members in preparation for the festive meal; 

children and parents sitting down together, well groomed and well dressed; 

flowers on the table, the warm glow of candles, the cups brimming with 

wine and the few moments of sanctity shared, as benedictions are recited, 

voices join in singing and parents bless their children and the whole 

family exchange affection. 

The old legend tells that when a Jew returns home from the synagogue 

he is accompanied by an angel. Perhaps we're stretching the imagination 

a little if we identify the angel as his wife, -- but, indisputably, the 

Sabbath home observance has angelic magic. It weaves a spell around the 
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participants and tenderizes and glamorizes the whole family. It creates 

a setting conducive to the renewal of love between husband and wife and 

between parents and children. 

The Sabbath never allowed husband and wife to become totally 

estranged; if they drifted apart during the week, the Sabbath gave them 

a chance for re-discovery. No method designed by man has ever matched the 

Sabbath as a means of endowing the home with dignity, warmth and spiri-

tuality. r t-JJ e. J). C ~ . , . Q, .J\ . l~ 
The Sabbath keeps its keepers. Families that take the trouble to hold 

on to the Sabbath are themselves more firmly held together by it. 

2. Relief from Tension 

Only six weeks ago, all Americans, regardless of party affiliation, 

experienced shock waves of emotion, disenchantment and then deep 

sympathy for Sen. Thomas Eagleton, a man of very considerable ability 

and promise who appeared to be politically destroyed by the disclosure 

of a history of mental illness. Whatever Eagleton's future may be, he 

has already unwittingly done much for our country by calling attention 

to the magniturde of the nation's mehtal health problem. 

I shall spare you all the detailed statistics except for a brief 

summary of the facts. One out of 12 persons now alive in this country 

will spend some of his lifetime in a mental institution. In big cities, 

at least ten percent of all persons you meet are acutely suffering from 

a well defined mental disorder. More than half of all hospital beds in 

the United States are presently occupied by mental patients, not counting 

the people being treated by psychiatrists in private therapy. 
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Did you hear about the classified ad which appeared in a Los Angeles 

newspaper in the column of "positions wanted" : 

Man, intelligent, 8 years of college, thirty-five, married and 

three children desires opportunity to prove ability in legitimate 

creative position which will pay sufficient salary to enable him 

to afford psychoanalysis. 

Annually some 8 million Americans are being treated for what is 

known as nervous breakdown, nervous exhaustion or mental depression. 

Thomas Eagleton's biography is typical for a large number of those who 

succumb to it. He was always an intense, ~trd-driving person who 

tended to over-drive himself. After Amherst and Harvard Law School, 

he plunged into politics. Newsweek's Washington bureau chief drew 

the following statement from Eagleton: 

11 I have made politics more than a career. It is my whole 

life's blood. I eat politics, I sleep it, I breathe it, I'm 

all consumed by it. I don't play golf. I don't play much 

bridge any more •.• I don't putter around the yard on weekends. 

And with the exception of an occasional book on baseball, 

I read nothing but political biographies---Huey Long, Churchill, 

Mussolini." (Newsweek, August 7, 1972, page 19) 

I wonder how many in our Congregation could put themselves into 

this statement, replacing only the word "politics" with a reference to 

their own occupation, men who talk, think and dream of nothing but 

their legal cases or medical practice, their business o~ position, 

whatever it may be. 

Such men are well on the way to self destruction. Every man on 

a treadmill has his breaking point. 
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I once copied from the desk of a business executive an anonymous 

prayer which I saw there, laminated and framed. It was entitled 

simply 

DESK PRAYER 

"Slow me down, Lord; ease the pounding of my heart by the 

quieting of my mind. Give me, amidst the confusion of my 

day, the calmness of the everlasting hills. Break the 

tensions of my nerves and muscles. Teach me the art of 

slowing down, to look at a flower, to chat with a friend, 

to pat a dog, to read a few lines from a good book. Remind 

me that the race is not always to the swift, that there is 

more to life than increasing its speed." 

For us Jews, the Sabbath has always been a healing change of pace, 

a psychological retreat and shelter. The word __, ~'l, literally means 

11 rest 11 and there is no rest and relief as healing as 24 hours without 

pressure, without needing to prove yourself a success, without dead

lines, without chasing bargains, without having to do anything -- a 

day of truce and peace. 

But why must it be the Jewish Sabbath? Won't Sunday or any other 

day off do? 

The social scientist, Lewis Mumford, himself a Christian, had this 

to say about the American Sunday: 

"Sunday as a day of rest has now become another day of busy work, 

filled with amusements and restless diversions not essentially 

different from the routine of the work week. We continually 

activate leisure time instead of letting all work and routine 

duties come serenely to a halt." 
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I suspect, friends, that what makes us run so much is a basic lack 

of self respect. We seem to despise our own inner life. We cannot 

tolerate time alone. Why do we begrudge ourselves time for privacy, 

for growth in personal depth and inner tranquility? 

Chesterton, in his autobiography, expressed amazement at people 

who can't sit still doing nothing: 

"I feel as if I had not yet had enough time to unpack even one 

tenth part of the luggage of my life and thoughts. For my own 

part, I can never get enough 'nothing to do'." 

Strict Sabbath rest is not our gift to God, but God's gift to us: 

l'JJ.11~ -..,,,c ''"~ -l)r<ii) 
The Sabbath keeps its keepers. The Sabbath keeps mentally fit 

those who rest body and mind on the Sabbath Day. 

3. · The Search for Significance 

for the last several years, Americans have chosen highly visible 

forms of self expression. Never before have so many buttons, patches 

and bumper stickers been on display. One car has been reported with a 

sign stuck to its bumper: 

"Don ' t fo 11 ow me. I 'm lost. " 

There are two kinds of going astray: the generation that wandered 

in the wilderness for forty years often lost their way but never their 

goal. They kept looking for the Promised Land and reached it in the 

end. The other kind of going astray is to lose not only the way but 

also your aim, your goal, your purpose. This is not confusion, but 

tragedy: "For him who has no port to sail to, all winds are unfavorable." 

Those who fall into this category live adrift in aimlessness. Many 

become drop-outs, among them thousands of gifted, sensitive college students 

and, surprisingly, quite a few adults and middle aged persons who, after 
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"making it" in their vocations and enterprises, have run out of steam. 

They are spiritually drained, bored to the point of desperation, holding 

themselves and their work in contempt. 

A springkling of these lost souls are drawn to exotic cults which 

are preached by various visiting gurus. Others try to relieve their 

inner ache on the psychiatrist's couch -- if they can afford it. 

However, there is little psychiatry can do for them. The eminent 

therapist, Cart Jung, said: 

"The central neurosis of our time is emptiness." 

It is a sickness of the soul, spiritual starvation. 

It is also reflected in the writings of popular novelists and 

playrights. Their dominant theme is the absurdity, the meaninglessness 

of it a 11. 

Hemingway in "Death in the Afternoon" said: 

11 1 live in a vacuum that is as lonely as a radio tube when 

the batteries are dead and there is no current to plug in to. 11 

Eugene O'Neill in "Long Day's Journey into Night" mirrors the 

despair at life's emptiness: 

"Life's only meaning is death. 11 

These and other artists illustrate the decadence of western 

culture. Together collectively they are saying: 

"Don't follow me. I'm lost. 11 

There has been a steady crumbling away of our values. Kingman 

Brewster of Yale University stated the problem concisely when, at 

commencement exercises, he compared the Class of 1941, in which he 

graduated, with students of this decade: 
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11 We were skeptical of ends without means. As we look at you, 

we see the specter of means without ends, power without 

purpose." (Life, June 21, 1963) 

This is our problem: "Means without ends, power without purpose." 

We are the best fed, best housed, best educated generation wondering 

whether anything really matters. 

We should be grieved over the spiritual emptiness of so many, 

but not surprised. Values and purposes of life do not grow on trees nor 

do they come in handy packages. 

In the western world only one people ever succeeded in vacating 

a major place for the cultivation of moral and spiritual values by 

the rank and file. We Jews, for nearly 30 centuries, accustomed 

ourselves to devote one seventh of our life, one day out of seven, 

to the clarification of purpose rather than the acquisition of means. 

What national parks are doing for the preservationof America 1 s 

scenic beauty, the 52 Sabbaths of the year are trying to do for the 

preservation of all that is good and beautiful in Jewish values, 

beliefs and ideals. During the six days of the week, we cannot help 

but pollute some of our idealism. Of necessity, all sorts of 

compromises file away our principles. But, the seventh day is Israel 1 s 

day of spiritual regeneration, purification and re-adjustment of the 

binoculars of faith to catch again the distant view of visions yet to 

be fulfilled. 

The Fourth Commandment says~ "Remember the Sabbath to keep it holy. 11 

Those who keep the Sabbath are themselves being kept more sensitive to 

the sacred things in life. 
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The Sabbath keeps alive the moral and spiritual integrity of its 

keepers. 

Conclusion 

Somewhere in England, in a small country cemetery, stands a 

tombstone inscribed with two lines which sum up the life story -- and 

also the tragedy -- of possibly the majority of people in the Western 

world: 

Here lies Henry Spicer 
Born a man, and died a grocer 

Our way of life, in the lower as well as in the upper classes, tends 

to reduce people to their functions. It is a dehumanizing process, in 

the course of which one becomes something of a tool, drained of higher 

meaning and purpose. It is a condition of spiritual bondage. 

I SEE THE SABBATH AS LIBERATION .••• AS THE ROAD TO SPIRITUAL 

REHABILITATION AND MEANING. 

When I told my wife what I would be preaching about tonight: 

the Sabbath not just as a time to go to Temple, but as a complete day, 

separated from the rest of the week by a special life-style, Maxine 

gave me a quizzical look and said: 

"I am afraid, Josh, you're barking up the wrong tree. After 

Yorn Kippur, half of your congregation won't even bother to 

come to another service this year -- and you expect them to get 

converted just like that to a full 24-hour day of no work, no 

shopping, no fixing, no distant travelling--52 times a year?" 

I shall tell~ what I answered her: 
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My first duty is to those Jews who want to live as Jews. 

I believe we have such Jews in our congregation, maybe 10 or 100 or 

500 or more. 

Even if only one person will listen, I must speak out of my 

deepest conviction and say that the prevailing way of life in our 

society is on its deathbed. Asociety which robs people of the 

meaning of life cannot endure. 

I do not know how America at large will recover the values which 

once gave this nation its furious drive and sense of purpose. But I 

know what Jews must do to be saved from a spiritually sick environment: 

If you care for your family life; 

If you care for your mental well-being; 

If you care for your dignity as a human being 

REMEMBER THE SABBATH DAY AND KEEP IT HOLY. 

According to a legend told and retold for many centuries, the ten 

lost tribes of Israel are dwelling on the other side of the River 

S~batyon. For two millenia Jewish explorers and adventurers have 

searched for this legendary river. It is supposed to be unbridgeable 

six days of the week. Day and night, Saabatyon tosses up a barrage 

of heavy rocks out of its turbulent waters. Only on the Sabbath day, 

the waters of Sa~batyon, by strange magic, are at peace, flowing 

quietly and softly. On that day alone the travelers are able to cross 

over and reach the ten tribes of Israel. 

The ~gend says this to us tonight: Six days a week the Jew is 

separated from his people and its culture by insurmountable obstacles. 

A highly competitive society engages him in the 6-day war for a 
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livelihood. The turbulence of life during the week bars the way to 

reunion with Israel in person and in spirit. Only on the Sabbath is 

it feasible for the Jew to cross Sambatyon, to reawaken his Jewish 

consciousness, to revive the spark of Jewish learning, to restore 

the feeling of community fellow-Jews, to return to his people and to 

its ideals. 

AMEN 
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Conclusion 

What could be more important to you than the quality of your family 

life, your mental health and your dignity as a human being fortified by 

a sense of purpose and significance? 

"Remember the Sabbath Day to keep it Holy. 11 

If you keep the Sabbath, it will keep you in turn 

Closer to your family 

Mentally stronger through rest and retreat 

And spiritually re-attached to high aims and values which give 

meaning to human existence. 

This is the holiest night of the year. Sanctify it with one personal 

pledge between you and God. Choose the Sabbath as a meaningful self 

expression of yourJewishness. I pray that God may give to each of you 

life--\jt(ould you devote one seventh of it to the giver? You will receive 

more than you give. 

May God help you keep the Sabbath for the good of your soul, as the 

poet said: 

Had I but two pennies 

With one 

I would buy bread to feed my body 

With the other, 

A flower to feed my soul. 

AMEN 
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YIZKOR 

11Thou Sha 1 t Be Hissed 

Yom Ki ppur. 1972 

The mo ent of parting is a mo ent of truth. You can tell the true 

feeling between people by the way they say good-bye to each other. One 

of those revealing mo ents is described in the Book of S muel (I Sam. 

20.18). The young prince. Jonathan. son of King Saul, bids farewell 

to his beloved friend, David. As they part one from the other, 

Jonathan says: 

THOU SHALT BE msSEO, BECAUSE THY SEAT WILL BE Er ,PTY. 

Of all the things Jona an could hav said to his parting fttend, 

this was the simplest and yet perhaps most eaningful fareuell: 

'e shall notice your absence, thee pty seat will not be filled. 

We shall miss you: 

Thou salt be missed, because thy seat will bee pty. 

It ,as the tribute of love. 

Oh how we would want our departed to her these words -- 11we miss 

you, beloved ones" -- Is this not the essential meaning of this hour --

n expression of yearning? A sigh ,ith the hope that somehow the souls 

of our beloved might take notice that their place has not been filled -

that there is still a void in our hearts -- their seat has remained 

empty. This is more than an hour of m .ory and yearning; it is also 

a reconciliation with the dead. 

Proverbs says: 

HEAR, MY SOU, THE If STRUCTION OF THY FATHER, 

AND FORSAKE NOT THE TEACHU G OF THY hOTHER ••• 
(Pr. l.8) 



When we think of our departed parents, we find that death has not 

diminish d their influence. In many ways it has only made us more 

conscious of their orth and loveliness ••• Th fath r whom we tattled 

in our youth, \hose instruction we resented, whose old-fashioned ideas 

He rejected, gradually changes, in retrospect, with the passag of 

y ars -- and little by little we realize that maybe what's missin 

in ~ 1 ife is precisely that parental standard uhich we once opposed, 

and~ standard but not really obsolete. With growing experience and 

maturity, we rediscover the wisdo of the father nd maybe for the 

first time are 11 st ning to h1 s ad nit ion, but with the ear of memory. 

And how ,e tried to escape mother's ever , tchful eye, how embarrassed 

we used to b by her extre concern -- thos endless questions -- where 

we ere going and hat happened ad hos id what? Yes, then it 

annoyed us -- but now.how ·e ish t ere mi ht stil 1 be someone around 

who cared so much about us and asked th se question ag in. 

You never know what people will miss most -- and hat they will 

best remember you for. An 18-year old boy wrote the following letter 

after his father died in an airplane crash: 

"Th last tie I saw ny dad, he was typing some business 

letter and I was getting ready for bed. He as bare backed, 

and as I passed him, I slapped him on the back. In an instant, 

he grabbed for my ankle. He missed, but I stumbled and nearly 

fell. I'll never forget th smile that pl yed on his lips as 

I tripped p st. It was the last tie I was to see him ••• 

A smile. That's what I'll reme ber. To me it is the remembrance 

of tt.e past 18 y ars of love and kindness, und rstanding and 

patience. A smile is a priceless possession •••• " 
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A good question to ask is ,ho would miss us nd what for if we. 

oo, suddenly v n1sh d? our o n fa ily for sure -- at 1 ast for a 

shtle. What uld they miss? It 1s strang th t what most n put 

first int 1r own sc l of r spons1b111ty, n mely providing f1nan-

c1 lly, r rely gets any ntion after t an•s death. I hav y t to 

. ar anyone in f 11y say we iss our provider. Soo nough, one 

w y or the other, the financf 1 support render, d by fatht?r 1s 

rep1'1c d. nu l,e pl c th t r ins pty is Ms place in the 

h art ••• guid nee, c encourage nt. 

It is for th s qual1t1 s th~t i a e issed st. 

Would fri nds 1ss u? ould t .issed in th congregation? 

ls our n .e linked 1ith th history and ach1cv mant of worthy <;auses? 

ould H bo issed in th id r C 

th .. t cannot be quickly f111 ? H 

::iun1ty? Hav we earned a place 

th r be anything in your lif 

so fr th t people would r mb r with a le sing? 

Hot1 tragic when a Hfe ceases to b of con equ nc to nyone. 

Sigrnmd Freud h d the great , isfortune o a fath r who left nothing 

worth r er1ng. h his f th r di d, fr d wrot bout him: 

ffHis 11f w s over long b for he died.ff 

•so teach us to number our d ys th,t w 

uisdo .• 

y get us h ort of 

lt is never too lat to reconsider ti 11fe we lead. It 1 still 

1n our power to v tly increase its value to others. to el vate our elves 

in the estee.: of th coo nity. to occupy place in the hearts of 

p ople. 
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The voices of our departed have been silenced, but their lives 

speak to us -- their examples are a permanent faculty of teachers and 

as we think of them we know, of course, that what mattered more than 

anything material they gave us was everything they were and meant to 

us as persons ••• 

Parents, for hose devotion there is no replacement. A husband 

or wife, whose love and companionship even in memory still strengthen 

us. Children, whos voices and laughter surpassed all our pleasures. 

A brother or sister in whose death part of ourselves seemed to die. 

Death is the mysterious revealer of lif. It takes away those 

ho are dear to us, but it transforms the in our hearts and in our 

memories. We see their merits re clearly. We feel their influence 

more strongly .. 

SHALL WE. Sot-•E DAY, BE r ISSEO AS MUCl AS WE NOW MISS THESE, OUR 

DEPARTED? 

A very wise man once said: 

"Remember. on the day of your death, 

everything you possess in th world will belong to somebody else, 

But what you re will be yours forever •••• n 

They are not dead who live 

In hearts they leave behind. 

In those whom they have blessed 

They live a life again, 

And shall live through the years. .. . . 
AMEN 
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LICHOT 

Saturday Night, Sept.22,1973 

EDITION 

Af~st,~--{ ~de~ postal services of all countri sin the world, including the 

Soviet Union, are kept busier than usual 

because of the additional volume of Jewish New Year's greetings. 

Across all continents Jews are wishing one another: 

a favorable inscription i the Book o Life. 
/~j,j.JJ l>~Cl V~J" .,,,,~a ~ ~~_sn,;·~J. 

The customary greeting~ s base on an a cent m tl • 
to our people "" 

already familiar/in the days of Moses. {Ex. 32.32) 

This myth with it graphic ymboli m of a book into which 

God inscribes every person for life or for death, conveyed 

3 id as: 1. That God 
' 

the er tor of the whole cosmos 

1 0 th uthor of each individual de tiny. 

., 

is 

2. That the totality of life represents meaningful 

continuity, like th page of a book •••• 

3. Finally, t re i n lement of fatalism in the 

original Biblical image of a Book of L: fe 

who sole author is God. He alone decides 

whether a person• life is to be prolonged or 

blotted out. 

I sh 11 point out to you, shortly, that in the course of 

centuries Jewish imagination drastic lly changed the origin 1 

concept of the Book of L1fe. But first let me share with you 

little known f ct in the history of ideal. One of the mot 

enlightened modern minds, Benj min Frankli ) som how pick d 

up the idea of the Book of Life and fell in love with it. 

If he didn't gt it from the Bible, he may have learned bout 

it from ny one of his Jewish acquaint nces •••• Perhaps b caus 

Franklin was himself a printer by prof sion, th analogy of life 
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with a book held a special charm for this greats ge and so, when 

the time came for him to think about a suitable inscription 

on his tombstone, he used the metapher of the Book of Life 

in the composition of his own epitaph: 

The Body 

of 

Benjamin Franklin, Printer 

(Like the cover of an old book, Its contents torn out, 

By 

And stript of its lettering and gilding,) 

Lies food for worm. 

Yet the work itself shall not be lost, 

For it will (as he b lieved) appear once more, 

In a new 

And more beaut fut edition, 

Corrcted nd m nd d 

by 

The Author. ,, ,, 
ca~tilizing the wo uthor, the aged 

~ 

Franklin declared him elf as a thei 
t __ _. 

believer in 1God 

of Intelligence,Wi-1 and Purpose. 
r-r~~1t.,~"· \ " 

We should note, however, that epitaph changes the Biblical 

concept of the Book of Life in 3 significant ways: 

l. He sees not .2!!!L immense Book butrather a library 

with as many volumes as there are creatures, created or authored 

by God 

2. He believes in progress; --the meaning of lif 

lies in the constant revision and progressive 

improvement of God's creatures ••• 

Fh,~IIJJ Franklin 



draws a sharp distinction between 

body and soul. The body is like the torn cover of a book 

in dee y, ----food for worms. 

There is permanence, however, for the contents 

the spiritual substance of life, f e soul 1 is destined 

to reappear, 

amended, 

in a more beautiful edition, corrected and 

by the Author, namely God. 

You have here an echo of the old Christian idea that ...-axax 

purification nd improvement is a process 

which takes place after death, in the hereafter, and is entirely 

in God's hands. He is the Author and He reissues rn■pm■•xllJI• 

souls, improved and corrected M.tlQ■H¥ fter death and purgatory. 

11 

Now, let us see wh t happ ned to the Biblical conept of the 

Book of Life in Jewi h thought through out the centuries. 

At a point in time which is difficult to date exactly, the Jewish 

spiritual vision provided a majestic setting for the Book of life. 

God, so to speak, calls into session the Heavenly Court. 

Judgement is to be passed upon each life, not in an arbitr ry 

fashion, but on the basis of each person's moral record. 

Since God can outdo any computer, an appropriate judgement for 

all creatures is ready, instantly, on Rosh Hashana ---however 
lat 

the sentence i suspended until Yorn Kippur to give every man ~chance 

to change the moral equat ion of his life. This idea is 

expressed in the wording . of our N w Year's greetings. 

: May you be inscribed Before Rosh Ha hanah the greeting i 
• -

for a good year. After Rosh Hashanah, the greeting is changed to 

0 May §UiLilltltiiBP1•••1'1•d your verdict be sea ed for a good year. 11 
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r,h t•11·~..t-
what is the true significance of this change in the Ji 1ft of 

our New Year• s greeting$ J Of\!. ~ tJt t F ~ k~J pr:a r ~ rJl' H ~ el ~o ~ 
~f~ fl-J-1~ 

It allows for human initiative. We no longer see the Book of 

Life as a symbol of fatalism. It is in man's power to affect God's 

decision, even while we are still alive, here on earth. 

One of the most solemn High Holy Ilay prayers, after referring to God 

as JUdge, ends with the sentence: But, charity, Prayer and Repentance 

can ~hange the evil decree. 

Man c n become coauthor with God -. . -:- . :.- . ~"' .... 
o.{ "(R~ 0 Q /,... t( 1,;~ 

in ,kc.. annual revisionA. e c n
1

by improving the quality of 

ourconduct create a new record --- a new set of circumstances from 
,_ ~~11ewJ""d~e,...,+--

which new consequence would flow. 
A. 

Both Benjamin Franklin, the progressive child of the Enlightenme~ 

add. Post-Biblical Judaism share an essentially optimistic view of life. 
J 

But, whereas Franklin, still in line with the Christian tradition 

sees the decisive improvements in the human soul happening only 

after death, in the hereafter, -----w Jews, in our typically 

this-worldly emphasis, consider the improvement of human character 

possible, realizable --and therefore mandatory -- here on earth. 

What a great boost post-Biblical J~daism gives to our dignity as 

human beings. Life is not a loose-leaf book. Every word, every thought, 

' deed has permanent significance. All becomes part of the record and 

the record stands. We cannot erase a single line, --but we are free to 

add to it. We can always add to the story of our life a new and nobler 

chapter. This we are challenged to do through the soul-searching 

~~~~p,~t~f~e High Holy Days •••••• We can still repair relationships. 

We can still offer or accept reconciliation. We can still mellow the 

bitterness of the heart through apologies. We can still seek to turn an 
enemy into a friend. 
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e can still correct the moral balance of our lives by hone tr more, 

by acts of genert sity and by restitution a for injury and loss 

w caused to others. 

The final sent nee which we may add tolast year's chapt r of our lif may 

make all the difference as to the ethical value of the whole. 

So let us, in ~h solemn days ahead, earnestly work on the 
oc..r- 6rt~t 

revision of o portion in the Book of Life , 
I\ I\ 

creating out the self we are, the self we ou ht to b. men. 



ROSH HASHONAH EVE 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1973 

* * * * 
THE WATERGATE POLLUTION 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

l. fl..e Co~ .';" 

J. '4~/o~ 

Since time immemorial, Jewish tradition has indicated the 

chief purpose of our High Holy Days by way of a simple ritual: the 

change of Torah covers to white and the wearing of white robes by 

the worshippers. The change to white symbolizes our quest for purity, 

for the recovery of innocence. Is it possible to trace this custom 

back in history to a specific event or to a Biblical injunction or 

text? As a matter of fact, we can. Psalm 51, one of the most 

explosive documents in the Bible, includes the sentence which associates 

a moral purge with whiteness as a symbol of purity: 

11 Have mercy upon me, 0 God 

Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity 

And cleanse me from my sins. 

For I acknowledge my transgressions 

Purge my with hyssop, and I shall be clean; 

Wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. 11 

This Psalm has played an important role in history. A curious 

in"stitution in English law, in force until 1827, granted automatic 

pardon from a death sentence to any criminal who was abl~ to recite 

Psalm 51. Historians estimate that nearly one million lives were 

saved by this remarkable Psalm. 
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Its author was King David. The circumstances of its composition, 

hinted at in the opening line, were scandalous: 

11 A Psalm of David when Nathan, the Prophet, 

confronted David after he had slept with 

Bathsheba." 

David, the King, first committed adultery and, later, murder by 

deliberately stationing Bathsheba's husband in an exposed battle 

position which made his death a certainty. 

Psalm 51, which documents the pangs of conscience suffered 

subsequently by David, has become Judaism's classic model of repentance. 

It illustrates the whole psycho-spiritual process of 

return, or repentance, from confession of guilt to shame and 

mortification and, then, the acid test of repentance which is a true 

change of heart: 'rl)pP. &ii) / fjJ Al,/ )J'j) fie ,f , ..,..,~ )h)(i ? d 

Create me a clean heart, 0 God 

And renew a right spirit within me. 
(Psal m 51.12) 

Feeling sorry is not enough. Apologies are not enough. If David 

had said, 11 I shall never do it again , 11 
-- it would have been insufficient. 

If, by some miracle, David had been able to undo what he did, -- even 

that would not have been enough to qualify as repentance. A vandal who 

knocks nails into a wall and then, apologetically pulls them out again, 

has not yet undone the damage .as~ 'fhe ugly marks remain. Purity 

must be restored. In David's case, the issue was not merely his misdeeds 

but the rottenness of character which made him act that way. Full 
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repentance required a spiritual cleansing. His atonement was not 

complete until he could show a genuine change of heart: 

"Create me a clean heart, 0 God 

And renew a right spirit within me. 11 

The Watergate Pollution 

Seldom in American Jewish history have we witnessed, as we do 

this year, the coincidence of our penitential season with a national 

mood of shame and contrition. There is a umversal yearning for 

purification. Watergate has exposed high crime in the Executive Branch 

of our government. One by one, officials of the highest rank, up to 

Cabinet level, confesseJto acts which unmask them as liars, slanderers, 

forgers, architects of deceit, plotters of burglary and conspirators 

in the obstruction of justice. 

We watch!Jthe faces of these men on television, hours on end. 

Some were go-getters, who early in their careers had become eager 

lieutenants of their older and more cunning superiors. We watcheJthem 

wilt in the heat of interrogation; smiles turning into grim expressions; 

silences that said it all. We observed with disbelief strange lapses 

of memory of meetings, decisions, documents which men of such high 

responsibility could not possibly have forgotten and which made us 

react as much with sadness as with indignation. 

How humiliating it was for Americans, who had believed all 

along that our form of government was the finest ever conceived by the 

minds of men,to see a former attorney general, a big and forceful man, 
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visibly shrink under questioning, his words becoming slurred, his eyes 

watering, his face flushed, -- as he, the symbol of law and order, was 

driven to admit criminal complicity. Nor did corruption stop there. 

John Dean put it so graphically, 11 a cancer had grown on the presidency. 11 

Strong words, but not strong enough. The truth is that the moral decay 

which burst into the open through Watergate must have been festering in 

the nation at large for some time. 

Did you, by chance, see the cartoon in the WASHINGTON POST showing 

two middle-agers talking Watergate politics? Said one: 

"Look, Nixon's no dope. If the people really wanted moral 

leadership, he'd give them moral leadership." (1,J-asL.~t, #lov. ,, f~1'l.--) 

What elements in the moral climate of our country might have 

encouraged this national tragedy? And if, indeed, it should appear that 

the malignancy is nationwide, would it be enough to confine the treatment 

to political surgery at the top? Would it be enough to extract pledges: 

"never again. 11 Certainly, we cannot heed the president's self serving 

appeal to the nation to turn away from all this murky business and go 

on with the important affairs of state. The revelations of Watergate 

have brought to light grave symptoms. What are the deeper causes of this 

corruption? 

We must face up to a polluted moral environment enveloping America 

from top to bottom. What we need, as a nation, is a change of heart: 

Create in me a clean heart, 0 God 

And renew a right spirit within me. 
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Now, let us try to isolate some of the main pollutants of 

our national life which Watergate has so dramatically unveiled. 

l. The Success Mania 

First of all we must raise the one question everybody has been 

asking. At the time of the break-in, Nixon's election was practically 

in the bag -- so, what kind of logic inspired this shabby project? 

What did they need it for? 

The Reverend William Sloan Coffin characterized the scandal 

by quoting Theodore White's opinion: 

"Watergate is like a millionaire kleptomaniac. He's 

got a mi 11 ion but he sti 11 has to have more. 11 

11 He still has to have more 11 
-- more and more. How many people 

do you know who are like that? Does that include you? Do you know -
where to stop? 

We are wors hippers at the shrine of what the psychologist 

Wi 11 i am James, ca 11 ed 11 the bitch-goddess, success. 11 The success 

mythology, like a religion, has its dogmas: 

"Nothing succeeds like success" -- "Nice guys finish last 11 

-- and so forth. 

We have all kinds of formulae for success, but what is its real 

meaning? Very few pause long enough in their hot pursuit of success to 

even consider the goal they're so desperately trying to reach. And, when 

they start thinking) 11 success 11 means no more than getting ahead of someone 

else, to outdo, outstrip and out-perform some other person. 
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Many keep runningJlong after the race has been won. They are 

on a treadmill. There is no stopping until they 1 ve dropped. It has 

all the marks of an obsession:mania. 

The soul sickness which I have been describing is aided and 

abetted by the thrust of Western civilizaton, especially here in 

America: We falsely identify progress with more and more, faster and 

faster and wit1out-doing tomorrow what we did today. The philosopher, 

Santayana, analyzed this obsessive acceleration as a sure sign of the 

loss of life 1 s meaning: 

11Modern man redoubles his effort when he has forgotten 

his aim. 11 

If one of the president 1 s roles is to serve as the nation 1s moral 

leader, it must be said that he has led us but in the wrong direction! -He has presented himself as one of the shining examples of the success 

mania. His football pep talks, including such gems as 11 a good loser is 

one who hates to lose, 11 have fostered a fatal 11win-at-any-price 11 

posture which must be recognized as one of the basic ingredients in the 

Watergate mentality. 

Perhaps it would never have happened if our President all along 

had been speaking to his staff and to the nation in the spirit of 

Abraham Li nco 1 n: 

11 I am not bound to win; I am bound to be true. 

I 1m not bound to succeed; I 1 m bound to live up to 

what light I have. 11 
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If fidelity to the right, and not a mania for success, had been 

the leading theme of our political leadership, such gifted young men 

as John Dean and Jeb Magruder would not have been so easily seduced 

to sell their conscience for a place on the winning team. Rather late 

in the game, Dean found out what a relief it was to stick to the plain 

truth. Appalled by the balboning toll of dishonesty, he began to see 

the light. What good was all this so-called 11 success 11 of former times 

when tension mounted and the pace became so hectic that one could no 

longer stop to smell a flower? 

This may well be one of the most important personal lessons of 

Watergate for all of us: When you become really ambitious for success, 

calculate what it would cost you, not only money-wise, but in terms of 

your family life, your friendships, your self respect your ability to 

enjoy those things money can't buy. This is a time to take stock of 

the philosophy you live by. What are your values? Has the success mania 

stolen your heart? Pray as you never prayed before: 

Create in me a clean heart, 0 God 

And renew a right spirit within me. 

Suppose you're not considered a 11 success 11 by prevailing -standards. Suppose you are low man on the totem pole and have persuaded 

yourself that you don't amount to very much. Reconsider your self-

image. You may, in fact, have achieved far more than you give yourself 

credit for. Maybe you qualify as a 11 success 11 in terms of Bess Anderson 

STanley's justly famous prize winning re-definition of the word "success." 
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He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed often 

and loved much; 

Who has gained the respect of intelligent men and a love 

of little children; 

Who has left the world better than he found it, 

Whether by an improved poppy, a perfect poem or a rescued 

soul; 

Who has always looked for the best in others and given the 

best he had. 

The man in the Bible who had everything, King Solomon, in his 

old age, summed it all up for us: 

"The race is not to the swift, 

Nor the battle to the strong" 
(Kohel 9.11) 

1w ~ "'·t;-.r ,-T 
j)/1/) r;~ ~ I )Jf.rf 1~[i 

In other words, winning is not everythi_ng. 

2. ·The Cover-Up 

There are some who believe that the "cover-up" was politically 

ar.d morally more damaging to the nation than the actual crime of illegally 

entering and wire-tapping the democratic headquarters. I believe so, too. 

But, need I remind you that the desire to cover up misdeeds, although 

always futile in the end, remains the most universal human trait? 

What do you think Rosh Hashonah and Yorn Kippur are all about? 

Both of our High Holy Days are mighty efforts to have us uncover our 

guilt which, all year long, we have been covering up so diligently. Our 

main purpose is to have us face the honest truth about ourselves tonight, 

so that we might step up to real repentance by Yorn Kippur. However, no 

task is more stubbornly resisted by us. 
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The moment after Adam and Eve ate of the forbidden fruit, they 

looked for a place to hide. We are al1 11 cover-uppers 11 from way back. 

We're constantly looking for excuses and for scapegoats on whom 

to shift the blame. 

Did you hear the amazing report of an American passenger on one 

of the Arab airlines in the Middle East? The plane was ready for the 

take-off. However, there was a delay. After a time, the pilot walked 

through the cabin and announced that, due to mechanical trouble, he 

would not take off without a change of engine. All passengers disembarked. 

Less than thirty minutes later, the signal was given to all passengers 

to board the plane again. The surprised American asked, 

11Say, how in the world could you change the engine in so short 

a time? 11 

The representative of the airline replied, "We did not change 

the engine. We changed the pilot. 11 

Typically, we work harder at removing our critics than our faults. 

As the Yiddish proverb puts it, 11The homely woman hates the mirror. 11 

Why do we so resist facing the truth about ourselves? Because 

it hurts. Because few of us can stand it when we treat ourselves to 

an uncensored view of our true self. 

The root cause of our ceaseless cover-up efforts, the major 

reason for our deceptions and self deceptions, is the sin of pride, our 

lack of humility. We won't own up to the fact that we are all those 

things we accuse our enemies of being: selfish, dishonest, hypocritical, 
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vain, greedy. 

If the cover-up of Watergate had succeeded, the subversion of 

our democracy might have run apace and brought us to the disintegration 

of our form of government. You may also say, if you and I succeed in 

the cover-up of our personal shortcomings, there is nothing to stop 

the total corruption of our own character. A change of heart becomes 

a possibility only when we first identify and disavow the evil within 

us. Then we may a chi eve the answer to our .-c., y : 

Create in me a clean heart, 0 God 

And renew a right spirit within me. 

3. The Hope of Watergate 

Having said all we did about the ravages of Watergate, there is 

need now for a balancing assessment of all the possible good which may 

come out of it. There is one lesson which stands out and which people 

of any intelligence or ethical sensitivity will not miss: We learned 

a lot about opportunism. First, its heartlessness. Will Americans 

ever forget, for example, Magruder's shocking explanation of the 

administration's disinterest in the problems of poverty: 

11 We didn't spend time on the disadvantaged for the 

simple reason that there were no votes there. 11 

(Harper's Oct, 1973, p. 72) 

Secondly, we learned something else about opportunism: It doesn't 

work. Thank God! As James Reston wrote so well in considering the uses 

of this adversity: 

V 
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11It may make us wonder whether expediency and pragmatism, 

divorced from right and wrong, are worthy of the American 

republic, and even whether they work •••• Watergate has 

given us a chance to recover the value of character and 

ideals. 11 
(NEW YORK TIMES, May 6, 1973) 

Magruder discovered the operating principle of cause and effect 
A9t8d.S 

in ethics. One wrong another. Said he: 

11 It 1 s a questio of slippage. I sort of slipped right 

into it. Each act you take leads you to the next act 

and eventually you end up with a Watergate. 11 
(HARPER'S, October, 1973, p. 67) 

Watergate will more than pay for all the harm it did if it can 

restore to the heart of America new faith in the old doctrine that 

honesty is the best policy. Insofar as it has touched the hearts of 

V 

many millions of Americans with fresh concern for our freedom and ~ .... 5 .>far ~.sit 

renewed our respect for honest, fairness and lawfulness, I see in this 

tragedy an opportunity for moral recovery. Out of this national 

humiliation I hear the cry for a change of heart. The decent instincts 

of this great nation exclaim: 

Create in US a clean heart, 0 God 

And renew a right spirit within US. 

Canel us ion 

Watergate will not have been in vain if it results in a national 

repudiation of our success mania which spawns opportunism and the vicious 

doctrine that the end justifies the means. 
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Watergate will not have bee+n vain if it strengthens our 

traditional freedom of expression, the freedom of the press and the 

other media, still our best weapon against the cover-up of truth in 

high places. 

Watergate will not have been in vain if it challenges us to 

re-examine the values we live by. 

Finally, Watergate reassures us that moral principles 

represent an unbeatable power in private as well as in public life: 

Not by might, nor by power, but by My spirit, 

saith the Lord of Hosts. 
(Zechariah, 4.6) 

Let us never forget that what broke the case was the determina

tion in the hearts of enough people, judges, senators, even some of 

the witnesses and men involved in the plot, to do what is right. 

There will never be another Watergate if all of us can take 

the policeman off the street corner and put him into our hearts, if 

we become more attentive to the still small voice within, if respect 

for law becomes part of our character: 

Create in us a clean heart, a heart of integrity, 0 God 

And renew a right spirit within us. 

AMEN 



HIE PmlER OF ENDURAUCE 

By Rabbi Joshua O. Habennan 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Kol Nidre Night 
Friday evening, October 5, 1973 

This sunmer, in Jerus a 1 ei , I had an encounter with a young 

American friend which proved to be most enlightening. This young 

an, let Be call him David, several years ago had dropped out of 

one of New England's fi est univ rsities in the wake of the student 

rebellion and the massive anti-ward onstrat1ons. He took my advice 

and went tu Israel as a rcgul ar ir.migrant. There he settled in a 

kibbutz and made an excellent adjustment. ~Jhen I saw him again 

last su111ner, I was surprised to find him in a paratrooper's uniform .. 

"Ddvid," I said, "Isn't this a case of jumping out of the 

frying pan into the fi ?11 

David's answer was, "I volunteered for the paratroopers, and I 

got much out of it.n 

"\Jhat did you get out of it? Give me som example," I asked. 

After nearly two years in Israel's crack military unit, David 

knew what he was talking about. 

"Tne esseuce of military training in Israel, 11 he said -- and 

especially am ng ttre paratroopers -- is to develop the S-2 03) /J~ 

the power of endurance, the ability to take maximum stress under 

all sorts of conditions. For exa,,ple, one week the fellows in my 

outfit added the total amount of sleep each had gotten in seven days 

and it cam to six and a half hours. After you've done all you can, 

t 
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it 1s fantastic h w uch more you can do if you have to and if 

you're willing, provided that you've got drO>J n;:) I 

~ O~ A~, th power of endurance, the willingness to suffer, 

the capacity to take 1t, became second nature for the Jew in twdnty-

five centuries of unparalleled stress an struggle. \Jc hold the 
r. 
d ~Q3) world's record in I>.::) • Stamina, perserverance --

f"'? Oi) I).::) -- is the secret of Jewish survival. 

reed I remind you that we are challenged to practice, at least 

sy.bolically, our f"i:. 0';) l)-:J on this most holy ay of the year? 

The most striking ritual of the day, the fast, is a token-demonstration 

of our willingness to mount a 1ajor effort. to pay a price, to 

sacrifice nd even suffer for the often stated purpose of this greatest 

of all Jewish couvocations -- the ethical and spiritual about-face 

which we call repentance. f'ro) I) ;:> , the power to endure, to 

sacrifice and to suffer for the achievement of som good, still is 

the ultimate test of our sincerity and moral resolve. 

Words are cheap, even ~mrds of prayer and confession. What 

counts is sacrifice! 

1. o Pa1ns 2 No Ga1ns 

As a human being I am appalled this evening at the action of the 

Austrian government in denying asylum to Russian-Jewish refugees 1n 

transit. At the first sign of trouble caused by two young Arab 

terrorists, the Austrian government decided to fold up th~ reception 

center at Scuonau Castle through which nearly 70,000 refugees had 

passed so far. I visited Schonau last year. I found sone twenty 
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fami11es, or approxi,ately 100 persons. All of them were planning 

to stay no ore than 24 to 48 hours while waiting for the next plane 

to Israel. The entire op ration didn't cost the Austrians penny. 

The place was rented from a private owner. Th Jewish people paid for 

it in full. All the Austrians did was to cooperate with security 

rra ,genents for the safe escort of busloads of in111igrants to and 

from the railroad station and the airport. For this small effort, 

the Austrians ere e rn1ng a reputation as hu anitarians. But, all 

it took was a few bullets by a couple of Arab gunmen and the humanitarian 

will of Austria ~as broken. Ttis is what happens to a nation or 

governient that lacks fc 0 ';) i),:) , the power of enduranc • 

In announcing his govern. nt's heartless decision, Chancellor 

Bruno Kreisl<y explained that Austria was not willing to take the 

risk of getting involved in th problems of the Middle East. Has 

Kreisky forgotten that he 01 s his life to the willingness of neutral 

Sweden to give him r fuge from Nazi persecution. not just for 24 or 48 

hours but for several years during lorld War II? Neither Sweden nor 

any oth r decent, sovereign nation has ever been deterred by risks of 

involve nt from granting safe passage and even havens of refuge to 

victims of tyranny an violence. 

I suppose Kreisky would still welco1,e with open anns Jewish 

tourists from the United States with money to spend. but poor Jewish 

refugees from Russia are too much of a risk, too much trouble. too 

much bother. 
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And now, I must add something which I would give anything in 

the \'IOrld if only I could overlook it. The Austrian Chancellor, 

Bruno Kreisky, is himself a Jew, which bring us face to face with 

the fact that the f P~ 01) I>.:::, , the power to endure stress and to 

suffer for a worthy cause, has apparently deserted a number of our 

people. It was most in evidence during the long, dark centuries of 

persecution. But, in the peace anti plenty of a free environment, 

some of us have become feeble, flabby and timid. 

Roman Vishniac, one of the greatest photographic artists in the 

world, whose pictures of Eastern European Jewish life have been exhibited 
me 

in many museums, told/the fol10\1ing astonishing personal experience. 

After amassing a huge collection of pictures, taken before and during 

the Nazi holocaust, he managed by heroic effort to escape to the United 

States, bringing with him .... and don't ask how -- a box of some three 

to four thousand photographs out of a total of 15,000. Vishniac left 

everything behind except this absolutely irreplaceable pictorial record 

of the greatest tragedy ever to befall our people. Immediately after 

his arrival he began to arrange a public exhibit of his photos of 

Eastern European life. As soon as word got out that he had in mind 

a public exhibit of his pietures of the Jewish ghetto, of its squalor 

and grandeur, of bearded scholars with their medieval garb and fur hats, 

of young Yeshiva boys with their dark, deep set eyes and swinging side 

curls, one of the major Jewish organizations approached V1shn1ac with an 
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They quoted a substanti 1 sum of money w1th which to buy his entire 

collection of photos -- only to destroy th • Why destroy? They were 

embarrassed by these photographs of poor alien looking Jews and feared 

a bad public relations effect. It disturbed their sense of security 

as Arneri can J~ s. 

Vishni c was penniless and greatly tempted by the lucrative offer. 

But, fortuna -·ely. he re cted with his J?O'J) I).::> • He said "NO" 

and cbose to endure poverty a little whilo longer so that the world 

might see the truth and we. es a people. might never forget the heroic 

suffering of our brothers in utope. 

The hush, hus mentality mong us Jews has since been greatly 

discredited and diminished. but 1't surfaces again and again. When Dr. 

Henry Kissinger received h1s historic appofntment as Secretary of 

STate. the highest government post ever awarded in the United Stats to 

a Jew, nd a refugee Jew to boot, he said what was on everybody's mind: 

"There is no country in the world where it 1s conceivable that a 

man of my origin could be standing here." 

The S nate Com1ttee reviewing th Kissinger af!pointment received. 

as was expected, a certain amount of hate mail -- and to its credit, 

ignore it all. However. quite unexpected was an undercurront of 

misgivings, in certain Je\,ish quarters. about the Kissinger appointment, 

not because they questioned his ability but oecause it made them uneasy 

to see a Jew in such a high place, with all the possible risks of this 

or that backlash. 



How str nge and how bizarre! Consider what this all is adding 

up to. Kreisky wants a humanitarian role for his country, but no 

risks! During World War II, public r lat1ons minded Jews did not 

object to V1shntac's art or truth as such, vut to the risk of 

projecting a somewhat disturbing image of th ir people. This year, 

wear all very proud of the brilliance of a Jewish statesman and see 1n 

his historic appointment the falling away of another barrier to ful 1 

Jewish participation in American public life, but some of us hate to 

take the risk of provokhig prejudic y having a J w so conspicuously 

placed. 

How let us face up to an everlasting truth 1n life: No p ins, no 

gains! The safest place on earth saf from further disturbance, is six 

feet below the ground, in the gravEt. Life 1s full of risks. A ship, 

anchored in the h rbor. is s fe, but that is not wha~ a ship 1s meant 

for. 

We owe our survival and our greatness as a people to • 
our ability to take it. to withstand hostility, to rosist pressure 

toward religious and cultural conformity, to stand by our own moral 

code against tidal waves of licentiousness and corruption. If ever ,e lose 
r-

the o .>O >) /) .:> ; if we lose our perserverance in the pursuit of' 

excellence; if we lose our tenacity in the struggle for justice; if 

we lose our stamina for freedom nd the right to be different; if we 

lose our will to suffer pain and to sacr1f1ce -- we shall betray those 

very things upon which our secur1ty rests. Our enemies will not like 

us better -- thy will only respect us less, and we shall have lost 

the saving grace of our minority status, namely the high quality th t 

goest with our distinctiveness. 



2. The Menace of Hedonism 

As a native European Jew. I remember the time when the misery 

of Jewish poverty was my greatest concern. Today, I'm even more 

concerned over an unexpected fall-out from our prosperity in this 

great land of plenty. We are 1n the midst of one of the most 

hedonistic periods 1n histery. Never before was a generation so 

serious about th banning of pain from human existence and as frantic 

about turning life into an endless roun of pleasure. 

We witness a proliferation of playboys. playgirls, play daddies, 

play mothers and even play grandpas and play grandmas. 

le are people on wheels. You don't have to step out of your car. 

We have a driv -in for -- you nam it -- drive-in banks, drive-in 

restaurants, drive-in theaters, and the latest -- drive-in mortuaries. 

A moritician in Atlanta, Georgia, adapted the drivc--in window approach 

for busy persons who wanted to drive by and view a deceased friend. 

Five such windows were built as an extension to his funeral home. 

Each window is six feet long and contains a body in its coffin. The 

propetetor explained, nso mariy people want to come by and see the 

rema"ins of a relative or friend, but they just don't have the time. 

This uay, they can drive by and just keep on going. The deceased will 

be lying in a lighted window, sort of tilted to tho front, so they can 

conveniently be seen." 

We can see the shape of things to come. Less inconvenience, less 

trouble, less care, less feeling, less sensitivity ... less humanity. 

There is another uless" \'lhich you can add to the list. Less achievement! 



Nobody r laxes ~ith as muc1 peace of mind as a nobody. The 

unproductive and unambitious has a minimum of frustration: 

fo 

Inver have frustrations, 

The reason is, to wit 

If at first I don't succeed 

I qult. 

f."2 03) /)::::> , no conspicuous achi vementl This is 

what H ndel 's biographer tells us about the composer while at work 

on the creation of his "Messiah. 0 

"His h alth and hi fortune had reached the lo,est ebb. His right 

side had becom paralyz d and hi money was all gone. His credi ors 

seized him an<l threaten d him with imprisonment. For a brief tim he 

was tempted to give up the fight, but then he rebounded again to 

compose the greatest of his inspirations, •The f,ess1ah. u 

One of the 1 ad1ng tilerap1st-ph11osoph rs of our tin,c, Viktor Frankl, 

father of logotherapy, haling through the recovery of meaning in life, 

points out that what nan actu lly needs is not a tension-less state but 

rather th striving and struggling for some goal worthy of h;m ••• If 

architects want to strengthen a decrepit arch, they increase the load 

,hich is laid upon it, for thereby th parts are joined more firmly 

together. o, if the therapist wishes to foster his patient's mental 

health, he should not be afraid to increase the load of his responsibility 

if this gives new m aning to his life. 

The greatest contribution Judaism can Make to your lif is the 

eaningful 90 ls and tasks it projects for your existence. The demands 

it makes upon you, the challenges it gives you. But none of these can 
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be fulfilled without h .:> • without stamina and with-out 

sacrifice. You cannot be involved in any work for human betterment 

if you refuse to accept the r1sk of being bothered, troubled, taxed 

emotionally and even fin ncially. 

Conclusion 

We 1ould be demeaning ourselves as individuals and as human 

beings if the avoidance of trouble and pain were to be our chief 

goal in life. 

As a congregation we can do no better than follow the standard 

set by the founding presi ent of Washington Hebrew Congregation, Jonas 

Phi 11 i ps Levy, a great Navy of fie r. a great patriot and a proud Jew,. 

This man obtained th amous Congressional charter for the incorporation 

of our Congregation in 1852 and also had th • the will power 

and stamina to lead our people 1n na ional campaign for the 

abrogation of the United States-Swiss conmerc1a1 treaty because 

Switzerland, in those days, discriminated agai11st Jews. Would that 

our members todey enlisted with equal zeal in the struggle for Soviet 

Jewry .. 

The impression that social and political activism is not 1n the 

tradition of Washington Hebrew Congregation hasn't got a leg to stand 

on. 

the 

It is only used as an alibi by those among us who haven't got 

~or, h.'.:), he stamina and the nerve for prolonged and 

wearisome struggle. 
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0ur Co gregation 1n 1973 should be worthy of its founders of 

120 years ago. As we were then, so must we be tocay, in the forefront 

of the struggle for the freedo and basic human rights of our people, 

wheth r in Russia. out of Russia, or while 1n transit fn Austria or 

any other land. 

If you are a real Jew 11th Co>) I>:::> , you won't be afraid to 

m ke a few waves to stick your neck out, to b a little ore visible 

and raise your voice above a whisp r on behalf of your people. 

Think not th t you can escap the pins and pr ssures of n 

ever more c ,plex torld. The more society dvances, them re 

complicated and mutually involved our live will beco e. Rath r than 

look for a hiding place in hich to rid out the sto , toughen up 

and steel yourself in ~ Oi> i).::J, our age old staying power, the 

secret of our survival and greatn ss. 

An Haiercan officer. 1n World r II, was leading a batallicn on 

the Italian front south of the Alps. gave th order to att ck with 

th se words: 

"Con on, , n, this is the last h11l -- the next ones are 

.ountains I" 

In ,ors lik those ncribed on the State House in Sacramento, 

California, we pray to God, 

"Give us men to I atch thes r.muntains l 1 

AMEN 
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Nee• I re i•• you tat we are ckalle ea to practice, 

at le4s t 5Jabolic..:lly, our Koac · Hasevel on t 1.e aos t Holy Day 

f t ' e Jar? Ta•.._ •• • et etriKin - ritual o tk e iay, the faet, 

ie a toke • 11u stratioa of our willi gaees to aouat a aajor 

eI fort, to pay a price 1 to eacri ice a i evea euf fer for tlt.e 

o tea state• purpoe oi tie greatest of all Jewie• conv.ocatioae 

----tae et 1. al ..... epiritual :...bout- a e w.t1ic• we call rep .ataac • 

Koacli Haeevel, t.ne power to enaure, to eacr1.fice ~ ti suffer ~• 

for t e aci 1.eve •• t of eoa oo• .,.. i I lit ierw±se atbaiAa:Ma, 

itill ie t e ulti ate t st of uur sincerity aai -•a.uam 
a oral reeol ve. 

Woras are ca ap --even wor•~ o prayer a• confeeeio•~ 

WAa t ou.ate ie sa rilice. 

ii2.axa.xau ;s.aa A• a aua bei g I aa 

eve11i.ug at tne actio oft e Austri-.1, ove .. nae•t 1.-i ae:ay i '--L--
aeylu ror t e i at t Rueeiaa J ewiek refugeee ia tr2aei~ 

At t ~ of tr ~bl caueei by two you.ag 

hrab terroriete, t e ~tria gov r et kas tecii• to !ol 

up •••••••••••a.a.a tile at bilillaa. Sc1'l6•au ,~1//L--
t1.roug w•ic• ••a rly 70 .000 kati. paeeet u eo ! ar. 

-----••• • I viei~e Sc oa.u lrst y er. ih It acco o•ateti 

clusters uf f"11ili s, ~ro ._ 100 ) reo:ae a t ay give• ti e, 



In a.n. o Cl. b illi llie gover ent•e aeartlee~ •• ieioa, 
........ , •• _ a cellar .tiru.ao ' reit.iky expa.aia.e-. tt. t · was o w1.ll1.n to take aa AU Aue tri; 
•fililcJILli~~ OJlttx&ii■itOi« t · risk tt · ~e 1 0 involve• int e 
•••••• prableae oft Mi ale a.::;t. 

Hae ~ru.a Kreieky forgottea taat •• owee ais life 
to aeae o -eutra~ Sweie• to give llilt refuge froa Nazi 

•ot oust or 24 or 48 o...i.re but for ~•veral 
year:, a.uri orl«- War II? 

graati•g 

p r J,~m i£Jf ro ·1.taeia . . 
ly-- ·~ ~ it h• ~ _ . as 1 npm ♦br ar riek:y. 4.u tria w0ul1 ei•ll ltlts le 

1 t . Q ~ b. I, .I u N t. p aJ a ua. 1. ariaa r e ---<Ji&C u•~er • eponeoreaip 

i.e. w1.taout ~i t reefo 5io1l1ty ana. witaout 

ri~k of uapleQe t ese, botAer or 

A,:t aow, I ,ar, a e.-
e/a c MiiZ'C t gais1a &ac 1:112• 

i!_:P +r y&ltj? eare; Tae ~ kaa ellor, Bruao Kreieky, ie 

aiaeelf a Jew, ---wa1c• bri 6e ue face to faee witk thet!act 

taat t•• Koaca Haeevel , t • p wer to en ure a•reee &a eu fer 

fr a wvrt y p••p••• auee, Aae apparently aeeertei a auaber of 

ur people. It wa~ o~t ia eviienc,~i eark 

ee turie~ f p rs cut~ •• ~t, aaaaacaimx ne 

p ~ e, t by an ; fe-;:;tiit,2 cf- a free uviroa e t, eoae of ue 

aave be~eebl 1labby a • tiai1._ V\l-\.5~ 1l,t,.,.sl.,J~J 
r • ,>CVJ 50 (i I@~~ 

j;ryi y to •• y tli:N 4\. ewl ;J founa proel-'eri tJ 
() . " f. t ~it vut •isturbaaee u1tier u....,.,. ow• viae ~• 1.g- ree. 

J 

tto Visaaiae,
1 

o e 01 ••••~• greateat p otobrpkic 

artuste i t.he w rli w:esr:1: %t,J!i1!#as4"il/\Ytz~tit- /:~ 
/.,~lcee ~~-/rcL-fk.~ ~ 

(,{<f I,'-(, ~"?I )f-,;:;:,!?.,-~-"';~ ·~ ~. 
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ffer--
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wew1sn n~ .. , v· lz~c _ .. reactei wit• 

eai& 1ro ant. AKIID\~~j •••urefr poverty 

taat t worl ig t eee t•e tr~tk 
f\ 

a ·a we ae a people ai 0 ilt ua_.a •ever .forg t tne n.eroic 

eu.1 feri. uf o.ir brot re i• ~ur pe •••. 

ie 

T.ae Aue• ilus • Atality a~• u Jew3 kal!S ei:ace bee• 

greatly •iacr eti.1 tei a.Ile. aiai ieaei --but , •cu.hr 30a belieoe it., 

tnete as.a.. it eurfacee agaill a i agaia. 

Wkea Dr. Be1ry rieei• er re eivea •ie aietorie apppoiat eat 

ae eecre T.ary of st.ate•••••~•._.. t · e higaeet goveraae t poet 

ever awartil ~~9 diA••••••• Jew ---ant a refugee Jew to boo\ 

---• ea.it :aat wae o• everyboiy'e t gue: ~ taere ie ao eoutry 

oa e~rth ta .... aauAAaa&...a ia w ic a a or·, backgrouaO 

woul.-. oe gi ve:a euch. al\ .:.JP rtUlli ty ~~ rvice - ~ 
~ ;le ate Co• 1tte lls:ae1,4 '.he/L.-r"?,~ 

~ :+of /l~ ~~~a.~cl :.rt -:?~J.1t-~,;;::::·d ,-f~, 
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i• 

How etra•ge aJti bow bizarre ! Co ei•er wkat tkie ieall ai•i.~ 
'-' 

up t : Kreieky wan te a llu.aaai tariaa role for hi country --but 

•o riekB ••••• Durig n rla ar II Public relatione ai•ie• Jewie 

le~••re i• •ot obJect ¥~~~,~a8~3 trut• ae euca ~f,:%""1b:s:4'f;;iec/t., 
>- t--f-,~r&&!{!'Z5f~i?~~~--i3 ye · r, we ~Jt1Wrf t.C reeogzihoa rr 

g s •• t brilli~ ce of a Jewl.~.etatee■:, ad 

:se i.a. hH5 aiet ri a 11 oi. t Zff-\.~~~7-ier to full Jewiellp-av/-c ,)vr---
.1!-- ~ · ' ' ·e•~ ~ l /i Tr I ( 

~(i1at&lit;r kIT tw yrs,; r1Fn --but 150 e of ue llta te to take the 

riek of provoki• pr•J~i • b llaving a Jew eo o•epicuously 

pla ••· ••• 

Now let u~ face up to a ev rl sting trut i• li~e: 

No pai e ---ao gai e. 

115 full 01 rieKe. Tae ~a~eet place o earth --eaf froa furtller 

aieturbaLCI is ;'•~~ bel wt e rouat ---i t~p g_;av,. ,. 
I\ 5L.._I~~ /~ .... ;J >""'~""- J.~ S )~~ J. S'-)/J 

~-~ i-t~ ' ) ~~\' ft-1- . 
e owe ur reat ees ae a p10 le to Koaca HaB vel --our 

ability to t~ke it; o~r lo•g ttai6i g to withetani •oetility, 

t reeiet preeeuree towart r ligiou~ aA• cult ral 

c ~for ity, to ~ta i by ow~ own oral co e agaiAet ....... 

ti•al wave o licenteoueaeee a• corruptioa •••• 
1.u,..ii..($) ~ 

If ever we +9se {. e. Koacll Haeiev 1, our pereeverance i• t.e pureuJ t 

of exc•lte•6~~ ~~,acity -'-a i•til• etrug le far jus tice~ 
~ e,...i.Q.(p,..,~ 

-k:11 111 our eta:ail'la for fr eaoa al'l.c. i;llt, rislct tat• t.file ... 
~ , 

~loV\,J,\\ --ta ,w.11Lue1, t:kle ri •t to be aiffere•t - ...-:.a•• ti Iii 11111e-;J _ea.. 

- -w• is.a.all betray t oee t · in e o wiuc.n. our e ecuri ty reste; 

our eneaiee will o~ liKe ue better ---they will ollly reepect ue 

leee ~ tw ::mall ii.ave \ et tae e .i.vi r ace of ~~ ori ty et .. tue 

w1icA i s the hib• quality tat goes wit ou'('aietiactiveaeee. 
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As~ native Europea Jew I reaeaoer tke ti•• wAea tae aisery of 
Jewisa poverty wa~ •Y greateet co•cer• Toicv I b - • !ira CO&eer e• OVer • _, all Rft■■■•■gw eveI 

■ •ar a uAexpectei fall-out f~c• our •llfl-ahUJi 
vrosp rity in t~i~ great la~• of ple•ty. 

Wear ia t e iist _ of o•e of ..._JIL •o~t keionistic po 

:::~~:.i• .Aistory~•vn~~itll•~~i4iixiUII.Ydffiilli 
~ uu.t.:a:ux.a ..._.i:.c.~ B t.h.9 ba,:a ing of pain froa 

•~~~~e ce~~a frantic ~ ii e coh~r:. e~ life ,ca_ ~~ 

•·Hr&eneil"ls of ple.i.sure. 

at iasta t aooa;m: s t•rough a variety of nighly atvertisei 
I 

a.pmaamaua stiaulaats an~ epresa~ts ---an& :et:artg twaatever 
ca0re or erra•i, --you &on• t aave to l!!!tep o·ut of ycur 

car. We ave fcrive ia for --you naae it --trive i• bank~, 

irive-ia restaura~ta, arive iI t eatree --a•• the latee_;; 
irive-i• • rtu.-.riea: • ._..._ A aortician i:n Ataln.ta, Ga. 

atapte tkc trive-ill wiaaow approac for busy persoAe who wat 

tu iriv by an.a view a aeceaee• frie •· 5 euc winiows were buil t 

too e of Atla ta'3 l~rgest •illler-1 ome. Each wi•iow 

ie sfix feet lon L ~ a conta1~ a bo•y in ~ta coff i. 

+:tee e..JaspJ ay wi.l-J. £ ea.Ce a Fl:vn,c;1 :.it tie sia.e of the holilr--

=rocateri un a ttl:SJ &Tr~ The proprietor explai:net : So aaity peo le 
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co e by a eee t · ere ai e of a relative or frie 
JU3t & •'t ave t e ti e. T~ · 

ni 3 way, t ey can irive by 
aai just ke p on uoin~ . T 

o e t.ecesa3ej will be lyiag i a 
igh~et winiow, eort of tilt · t 

~ • e to he froat 30 Lkey caa 
co veniently oe eeea. 

W• caa eee tke ~Aape of thi s to co e: Le8s incoveaience, 

leas trou.ble, leae care, leee feeli116 ---les3 lluao:a.i. ty. 

TA.ere i:! a.nut r ",4eee" w.luc you. call a.t to the li8t: 
leas ackieve ent. 

a l\eO bod'?--~ 
Nob a.y relaxe:s wit a,3 uca peace f B l.!'lt. Re :1}t• 

Ullproe.uctive a:a.i uaaabi ti u.e hi')~~ II\,\"'"""'" --1fli 1-,,-,4; ,__ __ 
I •ever · av rruvtraiio e 

Tae re4eo ie, to wit 

If-~ fir~t I a •'t 8Ueceea 

I quit. 

}la3evel --- •o co epicuoue achieve ent. 

coabii.tion of taleat wit aaecvel, thepower 

1~11ti•-- .i.:!....:t.A.e_ff~o!r~u~l~a~1~··o~r~b~e~•~iu We ia.gi•e we coul• 
1.0 ~o auc& acre if we ait. ot 3ur'fer aanti.icape, financial a•i 

••~lt• prooleaa. Quitet e opp s ie a ay oe true 

Tai5 ia waa~ Haae.el'e b1.o rapAer tell~ ue about tae c aposer 

wilile at \'/Ork: oa the creatio11. f Ai3 ?-1eeaiak: 

H1.:5 a alt a•• 1"118 i rtu e:5 l!aa. r eacilet the lo\\ est 
abb. y 

Hie ri6 t :n1..e ae. beco e _po..ralyzei, ... l i e ao•ey as -.11 

~on . lil.8 crea.tor3 seizea :aia an1. t reate:a.ei hi wi t.il 

iaprieo.11ae•t • .cor a brief tias e w aa t. eaptei to give I 
up t.ae 1'i •ht ---but tn :a ke rebouueet agai• to c oapoee 

t&e sreatcet of .nis ins iratioae, t e Me:5eia:a. 

Taue we le.- r• at,2.i - a.n.a. • &~i• that 

If we cw.& :aow et pan take a poll of our owa co gregati o• 

of the circuasta•c•s 1.m w 1.c tttey tit ta~ir beet work or gaiaei 

t eir •• pe 3 t 1.ne1.6 ' ts, quite likely taey woult poi• t to 5i tua ti ne 

01 etre~s aae. cri5ie. 
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I walke• a aile wit Pleaeure~ 

Sae caatterei all t · e way, 

But lett •• •olle the wieer 

..i. r all 11.e •a• to eay. 

I w~lkea a ail wit Sorrow, 

A•• •••er a wor« eai eke; 

But, , t• thi b3 I lekra i froa ker 

" ell Sorrow walkea wi tn ae ! 

Pai• introaucee u3 ot oll.1.y to 3oae of life• 3 great learning 

•x1Jeriellce.:, but it I,iy eve• f ctioa a.s a life eaver. 

O•e f t..ae 1ll ad.1 t. t · er-.pi.., t p iloeopa re of ow- tiae, 

Vik tor Fra:r.kl, fa t a.er of 100 0 t1urapy, iteal in , tltrough tite 

recovery of aea 1 · in li1e, poillte out tltat wllat aa.Jl 

actuall,y 1eej_3 i:s ot a te131oal es Bt,..te but rather t e 3trivi•c.~ 

for 5oaE; goal wortay of hi ........ . 

If arcA1tecte w~•t to etragt•~• a •ecreptt area, tkey increaee t e 

loa• wick 1:s lai upoll it, or ~h~reby t•e p art~ are joiaet 

re firaly togetaer. So i t e t.t1erapi3t ~-i:!lhee to foeter 

Ai3 p~i••t '3 aea t-.1 •"'al ta, e :, o..u · Q.L.__be ai'raii to i•ereaee 
;./-·· ~l~ ,~~ 

tite loai of i reepo eib1.l1 ty t« a agfr a 1 Zcfr i~t .. 1• ,e, 11. ~ 

aea i ~b itO Ai3 li.t"e •••• .B r toae, •• ai ' e, is •ow bri•ging to 

pe1caia triets aor e rooleae toe lve ta~n aietrees. 

****** 

T•• &reateet c atributio• Jua.aiea CQA aake to your life ie tae 

•••8•• ae~•iagful goale a•• taske it projecte for your Jl:.~tellce. ~- ,,,..,,L 
1,v. r 1,v ,.,.__. r 

But aoae of taese are attainable w:i.thout KOae• Haeevel, etaailla""' .eacrifice 

You callll t •~naaI.aiaxilaaptall be iv lvea. ill aay work for ltUJl all 

uetteraellt ..... if yo refuee to accept co•e~Rhlo rieke of 

bei. g boLaer••, t rou.olei a•• taxei eaotio:n.ally a.i eve• fi:aa.acially-. 

trou.blee 
If y u try to eecape t•• paae of k all xiete•c• by ieea~itizillg 

youre lvee, oy i1creaei , ple&eure aai iecr~aeing paill ---y u 

will ena up•• waanizet ••• 
If you. etop 9. rt of tile aorepaiaful levels of 

, t of ac' ieve,.,,.e1tt. 
will Bever ecal t e ~ei~A e 

xertio:a you 
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A•~ i you w •••r way eufteri g ie eo aeceeeary, reaeaber pleaee 

ta.at the llalliai..bJsau.aaxau.iaDqXIUllQn••ntaga i• a violi• 

t e ett'i•g tkat kaowe llO tenei • kaow •o aueic --ani life wit•out 

5ufferi proiuces o ••l iyl 

We w u.la b ae eaAi g uureelve5 ae i ivi~uale a•• ae uaaa 

oei e if ta~ avoiia ce ftr ble a• pai• were to be cur ckief 

al i• li · e. Ae a co~regation we can •o no better than follo , 

t · e eta1•ara set byte f unii & preei•ent of WHC, Joaae Paillipe 

Tkis aaa ot o ly le• ia v he i corporatio• or our congre~ati • 

but •a• t ' e Koac ilasevel, tua to lea• our people ia a 

aatiollal caap&ig• tor tile abroa · "'io• of tke US-Swiee 

1,,0-ercial t.reai;y becaw,e Swi tzerla•c. i• t ose i.aye aiecri inate 

agai.M t J ewe. 

T' e iapreseioa tat eocial a• political activiea ie aot i• t)e 

tra 1 ti n of WHC ll.ae•' t got a leg to etaai o•. It ie oaly~ ~S 

alibi ' t. ose 
t e etaauta for 

a g ue w o aave••t got t e Ko~ca llaeevel 

t e lo• pull, t • •erv• for a prolo:a0et a•• wear i-

O~r ~o regati o i• 1973 e• u~• be wortll.y of it~ foua• . re of 

120 year5 aco• As w• were tae eo we auet be toiay in the fore!ro•t 

of t ~ 6 gl~ for tlH _free•~• ant b.a~ic JLuaaa rigk te of our 
people 1a .nUf!.el.a, out ul uueaia ~ile i• trii..ll5i t i:a "u:stria 

" ' or aay ota r laaa. If you.. are a real Jew wit Ko~c• s~evel 

y u wo:a' t be afr .. ii t a,ke a few wave:5, to be a little aore 
. . alla r:::i~• -~~r ~li~i• . above a w.aieoer1o• iellal f vi~i~le 1••~•••• am ,..._ 01 your p•op e,••U• 

Taiak • t t•a.t you~•J,_cape t•• pai~:5 ani pre55uree of a• 

ever aore coaplex sse1et& liaaa•~ .. •-- Ratker tll.aB look 
for a aiaiag plaoe in w ich to rite o~t the etor• --tougaea up 

a•• eteel youreelf ia Koa a Haeevel -our age olt 5tayiag power. 

~ ~ °(A:-;-~icer in Worli War II wae leaai g 
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THE POWER OF ENDURANCE 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Kol Ni dre Night 
Friday Evening, October 5, 1973 

This sunmer, in Jerusalem, I had an encounter with a young 

American friend which proved to be most enlightening. This young 

man, let me call him David, several years ago had dropped out of 

one of New England's finest universities in the wake of the student 

rebellion and the massive anti-war demonstrations. 

'!:!:i'J'.2d?g bet: Lil Jen: Lia:: to Sa:.ada c: 6ttsd1 4 He took my advice 

and went to Israel as a regular immigrant. There he settled in a 

kibbutz and made an excellent adjustment. When I saw him again 

last summer, I was surprised to find him in a paratrooper's uniform. 

11 David II I said , , 
Ii ·11 Etfy. "'Isn't this a case of jumping out of the frying pan into 

the fire? 11 

Da"hd 1 s answer was, 11 1 volunteered for the paratroopers.., IU: IM 

and I got much out of it. 11 

11 What did you get out of it? Give me some example, 11 I asked. 

After nearly two years in Israel 1 s crack military unit, David 

knew what he was talking about. 

11 The essence of military training in Israel , 11 he said, II 

and especially among the paratroopers ••• is to develop the 

f ~ 0 ~ A";) , the power of endurance, the ability to take maximum 

stress under all sorts of conditions. For example, one week the 
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fellows in my outfit added the total amount of sleep each had gotten 

in seven days and it came to six and a half hours. After you've done 

all you can, it is fantastic how much more you can do if you have to 

and if you're willing, provided that you've got (;::o') ~ ! 
r~o,) , the power of endurance, the willingness 

to suffer, the capacity to take it, became second nature for the Jew 

in twenty-five centuries of unparalleled stress and struggle. We hold 

t he world's record in ~ o,) • Stamina, perserverance 

r,; 0 \) -- is the secret of Jewish survival. 

Need I remind you that we are challenged to practice, at least 

symbolically, our ~O ,) .I'\-:> on-this most holy day of the 

year? The most striking ritual of the day, the fast, is a token

demonstration of our willingness to mount a major effort, to pay a 

price, to sacrifice and even suffer for the often stated purpose of 

this greatest of all Jewish convocations -- the ethical and spiritual 

about-face which we ca 11 repentance. J:'" r4. 0 ~ /) :, , the power 

to endure, to sacrifice and to suffer for the achievement of some good1 

still is the ultimate test of our sincerity and moral resolve. 

Words are cheap, even words of prayer and confession. What counts 

is sacrifice! 

1. No Pains, No Gains 

As a human being I am appalled this evening at the action of the 

Austrian government in denying asylum to Russian-Jewish 

refugees in transit. At the first sign of trouble caused by two 

young Arab terrorists, the Austrian government decided to fold up t he 
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reception center at Sch~nau Castle through which nearly 70,000 

refugees had passed so far. I visited Schonau last year. I found 
...,OY"" 

some twenty familie:;•l!MIII••••••• approximately 100 

persons. All of them were planning to stay no more than~ 24 

to 48 hours while waiting for the next plane to Israel. The 

entire operation didn't cost the Austrians a penny. The place was 

rented from a private owner. The Jewish people paid for it in full. 

All the Austrians did was to cooperate with security arrangements 

for the safe escort of busloads of immigrants to and from the rail

road station and the airport. For this small effort, the Austrians 

were earning a reputation as humanitarians. But, all it took was a 

few bullets by a couple of Arab gunmen and the humanitarian will of 

Austria was broken. This is what happens to a nation or government 

that lacks 
'""' 0 ~ , the power of endurance. 

In announcing his government's heartless decision, Chancellor 

Burno Kreisy explained that Austria was not willing to take the risk 

of getting involved in the problems of the Middle East. Has Kreisky 

forgotten that he owes his life to the willingness of neutral Sweden 

to give him refuge from Nazi persecution, not just for 24 or 48 hours 

but for several years during World War II? Neither Sweden nor any 

other decent, sovereign nation has ever been deterred by risks of 

involvement from granting safe passage and even havens of refuge to 

victims of tyranny and violence. 

I suppose Kreisky would still welcome with open arms Jewish 

tourists from the United States with money to spend, but poor Jewish 
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+R~ ~" f~ ... •I~ /i>t'J '1k-t.. ,.( ~ 0 ~ 

refugees from Russi a are too much of a ri s';, 4¾s hr tl,e fott111@, • 

reisky announced, nly 

is, wit9out dir t responsjb1lity nd 
J' ./ 

tness~ sacrifice b'other. 

And now, I must add something which I would give anything in 

the world if only I could overlook it. The Austrian Chancellor, 

Bruno Kreisky, is himself a Jew, which brings us face to face with 

the fact that the r~ o i) -'lj , the power to endure 

stress and to suffer for a worthy cause) has apparently deserted a 

number of our people. It was most in evidence during the long, dark 

centuries of persecution. But, in the peace and plenty of a free 

environment, some of us have become feeble, flabby and timid_. 4',,rt..,. 

HIIJSII, liJSII, dt!v#S, 11 t13irtg daP y to enjoy,_by tbiU]SA]ves a M:f]jf 

..., t, ee. 

Roman Vishniac, one of the greatest photographic artists in the 

world, whose pictures of Eastern European Jewish life have been exhibited 

in many museums, told me the following astonishing personal experience. 

After amassing a huge collection of pictures, taken before and during 

the Nazi holocaust, he managed by heroic effort to escape to the United 

States, bringing with him -- and don 1 t ask how -- a box of some three 

to four thousand photographs out of a total of 15,000. Vishniac left 

everything behind except this absolutely irreplaceable pictorial 

record of the greatest tragedy ever to befall our people. Immediately 
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after his arrival he began to arrange a public exhibit of his photos 

of Eastern European life. As soon as word got out that he had in 

mind a public exhibit of his pictures of the Jewish ghetto, of its 

squalor and grandeur, of bearded scholars with their medieval garb 

and fur hats, of young Yeshiva boys with their dark, deep set eyes 

and swinging side curls, one of the major Jewish organizations 
✓ 

approached Vishniac with an amazing offer. They quoted a substantial 

sum of money with which to buy his entire collection of photos -

only to destroy them. Why destroy? They were embarrassed by these 
...--poo~ 

photographs oft\ alien looking Jews · and 

feared a bad public relations effect. It disturbed their sense of 

security as American Jews. 

Vishniac was penniless and greatly tempted by the lucrative offer. 

But, fortunately, he reacted with his d~ 0" r, ::::, 

He said "NO" and chose to endure poverty a little while longer so that 

the world might see the truth and we, as a people, might never forget 

the heroic suffering of our brothers in Europe. 

The hush, hush mentality among us Jews has since been greatly 

discredited and diminished, but it surfaces again and again. When 

Dr. Henry Kissinger received his historic appointment as Secretary of 

State, the highest government post ever awarded in the United States to 

a Jew, and a refugee Jew to boot, he said what was on everybody's 

"There is no country in the world where it is conceivable that a 

man of my origin could be standing here. 11 
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The Senate Committee reviewing the Kissinger appointment received, 

as was expected, a certain amount of hate mail, -- and to its credit, 

ignored it all. However, quite unexpected was a~ ; II c undercurrent 
.Jew;,,_ 

of aa-..ra1misgivings)in certain quarters about the Kissinger appoint-
a,aLU/ ~ / 

ment, not because they questioned his ability but because it made 

them uneasy to see a Jew in such a high place with all the possible 
I 

risks of this or that backlash. 

How strange and how bizarre! Consider what this all is adding 

up to. Kreisky wants a humanitarian role for his country, but no 

risks! During World War II, public relations-minded MllllliilllilJl!I••• 

did not object to Vishniac's art or truth as such, but to the risk 
.., So""e~h• td,;fwi b~ 1t.tJ..-v JJeo1(~ • 

of projecting · i1111 ebk'91ftage of vii •· This year, we are all 

very proud of the brilliance of a Jewish statesman and see in his 

historic appointment the falling away of another barrier to full 

Jewish participation in American public life, but some of us hate to 

take the risk of provoking prejudice by having a Jew so conspicuously 

placed. ..~ 
Now let us face up to everlasting truth in life? No pains, no 

" gains! The safest place on earth, safe from further disturbance, is 

six feet below the ground, in the grave. Life is full of risks. A 

ship, anchored in the harbor, is safe, but that is not what a ship is 

meant for. 

We owe our survival and our greatness as a people to 

~\) /)-:J , our ability to take it~••••••- to with

stand hostility, to resist pressure toward religious and cultural 
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conformity, to stand by our own moral code against tidal waves of 

licentiousness and corruption. If ever we lose the 

tt' 0\) I\':); if we lose our perserverance in the pursuit of 

excellence; if we lose our tenacity in the struggle for justice; 

if we lose our stamina for freedom and the right to be different; 

if we lose our will to suffer pain and to sacrifice 

we shall betray those very things upon which our security rests. 

Our enemies will not like us better, -- they will only respect us 

less, and we shall have lost the saving grace of our minority status, 

namely the high quality that goes with our distinctiveness. 

2. The ' Menace of Hedonism 

As a native European Jew, I remember the time when the misery 

of Jewish poverty was my greatest concern. Today, I'm even more 

concerned over an unexpected fall-out from our prosperity in this 

great land of plenty. We are in the midst of one of the most 

hedonistic periods in history. Never before was a generation so 

serious about the banning of pain from human existence and as frantic 

about turning life into an endless round of pleasure. 

The genius of our technology has been enlisted in the creation 

comfort previously unknown and 

- _.,1-~---,__,,-_,,_,,,,,_,.,,_.,_, - ,__,.....,.,., 
a proliferation of playboys, playgirls, play 

daddies, play mothers and even play grandpas and play grandmas. 
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Consider a so luxury in our cars, in our homes, 

in our homes away from home, and the relentless elimination of blood, ,, , ,,,.-
~at and tears in our i~Jy life: instant foods and instant moods 

depressants, the/p;ll and drug variety o stimulants 6d 

We are people on wheels. You don't have to step out of your car. 

We have a drive-in for -- you name it -- drive-in banks, drive-in 

restaurants, drive-in theaters, and the latest -- drive-in mortuaries. 

A mortician in Atlanta, Georgia, adapted the drive-in window approach 

for busy persons who wanted to drive by and view a deceased friend. 

Five such windows were built as an extension to his funeral home. 

Each window is six feet long and contains a body in its coffin. The 

proprietor explained, "So many people want to come by and see the 

remains of a relative or friend, but they just don't have the time. 

This way, they can drive by and just keep on going. The deceased will 

be lying in a lighted window, sort of tilted to the front, so they 

can conveniently be seen." 

We can see the shape of things to come. Less inconvenience, less 
lt~S 9--,<;,•(...v-: /.., 

trouble, less care, less feeling -- less huma'rlity. There is another 
t\ 

"less" which you can add to the list. Less achievement! 

Nobody relaxes with as much peace of mind as a nobody. The 

unproductive and unambitious has a minimum of frustration: 
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I never have frustrations, 

The reason is, to wit 

If at first I don't succeed 

I quit. 

.A.:> , no conspicuous achievement! 

1d not su fer handicaps, 

fi nanci a 1 _.ble.lll.S...- Q..l.lite the OJ).]OS i te may be true. 

is what Handel 1s biographer tells us about the composer while at 

work on the creation of his 11 Messiah. 11 

11 His health and his fortune had reached the lowest ebb. His 

right side had become paralyzed and his money was all gone. His 

creditors seized him and threatened him with imprisonment. For a 

brief time he was tempted to give up the fight, but then he rebounded 

again to compose the greatest of his inspirations, the 11 Messiah. 11 

and 

\, I walked a m·]e wi'tti Pleasure. 

S.he 

But 

she had to 
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/I 
I wa 1 ked a, fnil e with .,SOr ow. 

r! 
And,,.ne 1er a word said she; _., 

Bu( oh, the things I lea,rned from herr 

/ When_ Sor~ow wa 1 ke~ with me! / ' 

great .. 1earni ng 

as a life sav. • One of the 

leading therapist~philosophers of our time, Viktor Frankl, father 

of logotherapy, healing through the recovery of meaning in life, 

points out t,at what man actually needs is not a tension-less state 

but rather the striving and struggling for some goal worthy of him .•• 

If architects W~~,t to strengthen a decrepit arch, they increase, 

the load which is laid upon it, for thereby the parts are joined more 

firmly together. So, if the therapist wishes to foster his patient 1 s 

mental health, he should not be afraid to increase the load of his 

responsibility if this gives new meaning to his life •• 

stamina and without sacrifice. You cannot be involved in any work 

for human betterment if you refuse to accept the risk of being bothered, 

troubled_. taxed emotionally and even financially. 
I 



r 

-11--~-~·-------~,.--. -::,.-, .... ----"""'-~~ "~:""-~ -~ If you try to escape t e troubles of human existence by 

' de-sens i ti zing yo , self, by incre~ pleasure and ciecreasi ng 

pain, you will end up de-humanii~d. 
,I 

If you stop short of the more painful lev,els of exertion, you 
I 

will never scale the heights of achievement, 
, 

And ·if you wonder why suffering is so necessary, remember, 

please, that in a violin, the string that knows no tension, knows 

And life without suffering ; produces no melody. 

Conclusion 

We would be demeaning ourselves as individuals and as human 

beings if the avoidance of trouble and pain were to be our chief 

goal in life. 

As a congregation we can do no better than follow the standard 

stand on. 

got the 

It is only used as an alibi by those among us who haven't 

( ~ 0)) /)~ , the stamina f ii 1 Ii gg jiJ] t ~J 
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the nerve for a prolonged and wearisome struggle. 

Our congregation in 1973 should be worthy of its founders of 

120 years ago. As we were then, so must we be today, in the 

forefront of the struggle for the freedom and basic human rights 

of our people, whether in Russia, out of Russia, or while in 

transit in Austria or any other land. 

If you are a real Jew with ~ ~ ()- ~ r,::::, , you 
.,- , ./..·, L t:J o IN\, ,.,. .. c /... (D .,.,,>f--

won't be afraid to make a few waves,~to be a little more visible 

raise your voice above a whisper on behalf of your people. 

Think not that you can escape the pains and pressures of an 

ever-more complex world. The more society advances, the more 

and 

complicated and mutually involved our lives will become. Rather than 

look for a hiding place in which to ride out the storm, toughen up 

and steel yourself in I'~ 0 i') I).:::, , our age old 

staying power, the secret of our survival and greatness. 

An American officer, in World War II, was leading a batallion 

on the Italian front south of the Alps. He gave the order to attack 

with these words: 

11 Come on, men, this is the last hill -- the next ones are 

mountains! - /. k.L'f/,.o U-
In ~words"inscribed on the State House in Sacramento, California, 

we pray to God, 

"Give us men to match-'rnountains!" - AMEN 
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YOM KIPPUR MORNING f 
FAMILY SERVICE 

STORY SERMONETTE 

October 7, 1973 

THE HOUSE YOU BUILD 

The story is told about a very kind old man who lived all 

by himself in a big house. He was very rich but he was not selfish. 

He never turned away a poor man. He was always kind and helpful to 

his neighbors. One day he saw a small wooden hut, not far from his 

own big house, and there were little children outside. He decided 

to step in and see who lived in it and found out that it was the 

hovel of a very poor carpenter, his wife and his large family. It 

was terrible to see so many people crowded in such a small place, 

so dark and dingy. 

After thinking about this matter for some time, the rich 

man called the poor carpenter to him and asked if he had any work. 

11 No, 11 said the poor carpenter, "I haven't had a job in a 

long time. That's why I haven't any money and my children are 

starving." 

"I have good news for you!" -- said the rich old man. 

"I want you to build me a big house over there, on that lovely, sunny 
It-

hillside. I want~to be as fine and as sturdy as possible. Use only 

the best materials. Employ only the best workmen. Make this the 

finest house you can." 

Then, he told the carpenter that he was willing to pay as 

much money as necessary and that he was going on a long journey and 

hoped that the house would be finished when he returned. 
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This was the best thing that ever happened to the poor 

carpenter. He would be making good money and then suddenly an idea 

struck him as to how he might make much more than his wages. The 

old man had left with him a lot of money with which to buy building 

materials and pay workers. Could he not spend less and keep the 

money that would be left over for himself? What a chance to make 

lots of money on the side. Why shouldn't he? The old man was away 

and would never know. Also, many others, with similar opportunities, 

have done the same thing. 

11 I owe it to my family, 11 he said and went ahead, skimped 

on materials and hired inexperienced help at low wages. To save 

money, he decided not to dig the foundation as deep as it should be. 

~ »is workmen put the window framet into the side ofthe house ~ ·

so that the windows could not even be opened, he did not bother to 
.,I 

correct the mistake. His roofer ordered the wrong slates and then 

did not nail them down firmly enough so that there was danger of 

losing the whole roof. But the carpenter did not care. ~~a :ef~sed 

, tc _paJ fe1· a y:0al15 ys;J Joo. When the house was finished, he covered 

up all of the mistakes that were made with paint so that it looked good 

on the outside but really was badly built and in dnager of falling 

down .. . 

When the rich man returned from his long trip, he was glad 

to see the house finished. The carpenter brought the keys to him and 

said, 

11 1 followed your instructions and have finished your house 

just as you told me to do. 11 
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~ac.k__ 
"I am glad," said the rich man and handing the keys to 

~~ : l '\ 
the carpente/he eo11Li111leci, to the carpenter's great surprise, 

"Here are the keys. They are yours. I had you build the house 

for yourself. You, your wife, and your many children can now 

live in the house you built." 

The carpenter was so dumbfounded he barely could stammer 

out the words, "thank you." Immediately he regretted the way in 

which he had cheated the old man -- and by cheating him had really 

cheated himself. But, he kept quiet and the next day moved into 

the house with his whole family. 

Now things began to happen. The first bad news was that 

the cellar was full of water. Not having dug the foundation of the 

house deep enough, he did not know that right underneath tb ± I fil YB e 

there was a well and now all the water of the well was pouring into 

his cellar. 

A few days later came a terribly hot day but no one could 

open the windows of his house. After a while the house inside was 

like an oven and the carpenter had to- break the windows in order 

to let fresh air in. 

The next day was a storm and heavy winds blew down upon the 

house. Soon the slates of his badly built roof came falling down and 

then all of a sudden the wind blew off the whole roof and even the 

walls began to tumble down. 

The carpenter was lucky that neither he nor his family was 
~ l.ci ~ 'i -fvo ""'-

The re was no choice but to run M£.t::_....,,.....,...,~ his newly built house--killed. 

or what was left of it--and to return to his old hovel in which he 
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had lived before. 

But, every day for the rest of his life, the poor carpenter 

kept mumbling to himself, 11 If only I had known that I was building the 

house for myself! 11 

* * * 

We can all learn a lesson from this story. Your own life 

is like a house which you build to live in. If you take care and 

build well, you will stand up strong and safe in all the changing 

circumstances of your life. If you don't skimp on your education. 

If you learn well and do your work, your education will be the solid 

foundation of your life. You will be good in your job and you will 

be able to support yourself well. 

If you're fair and kind to your friends, you will never 

be lonely. People will gladly help you as you have helped them. 

If you take good care of your health, giv,ng yourself 

enough rest, food and sleep, you will be building up a strong and 

healthy body. 

If you build a reputation for truth and honesty, you will 

never have to hide your head in shame because you 1 ll be respected 

and trusted. 

Remember, your habits are the boards and building blocks 

of your life. Faulty habits are like broken boards or shattered 

bricks. You can't build anything solid with such poor material. 
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What is true of building a house is also true of building 

a life: it is only as good as the f h:i\igs you put ;.;:/to it.
11 

em~mbei ,d 

lrtl a1 yow arc soans at ~ , youre building the personality and 

character with which you must live the rest of your life. May you 

all bui 1 d wel 1. 



MEMORY LANE 

A Memorial Sermon 
Vom Kippur, October 6, 1973 

By Rabbi Joshua o. Habennan 

Yes-. this 1s n hour of retreat. The living must forgive 

us 1 f, for a few moments, we turn away from the concerns and 

demands of today and seek to revive the past, waiting for that 

spiritual resurrection which is the magic of memory. It is a 

good thing that it is but a short period in which we retreat to 

our memory, for memory is not a place to live but only to visit. 

When we travel through scenically b~autiful land, we 

sometimes come to a point in the road on high elevatfon where 

there is a tuni-off, an observation point for 6hose who want to 

pause for a while and see the view. We now stand upon such an 

observation po6nt -- and we•re looking back upon our life. 

As we see the larger landscape of human existence, we 

wonder what is a single generation, what ts a single lifetime, 

measu ed against the vastness of tim? "A thousand years are but 

as yesterday when it 1s past. 0 As we stand on this sullJllit of 

reflection, on this spiritual height, we take in the view of 

endless time and we are uplifted by the suggestion of a higher 

reality. of a Supreme Being whose inf1n1ty of power matches the 

infinity of space and time of the cosmos of which we are a part. 

Our eyes withdraw from distant horizons as we gaze at the 

mountain ranges that move closer to us -- our illltlediate history. 

Right before us are our own yesterdays, a most familiar landscape. 
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We can still see clearly the paths on which our own dear ones walked. 

We remember the stretch of the road on which we journeyed together. 

He see before the eye of our mind places which we passed together. 

the years of life when our beloved ones still walked with us, at 

our side. 

There must be so~e who in this hour can almost feel again 

the touch of their mother's hand, or father's embrace, or. in 

thinking of a beloved companion. imagine their dear one at their 

side. We revel in th emory of years that lie not too far behind 

and yet, when our departed were still alive and close to us, w 

were not always certain of the aims they pursued and the goals 

they were trying to reach. 

Now that we look upon the larger map of life spread out 

oefore us, the lives of our departed are clearly marked and we see 

them as continuation of ancestral highways, continuation of 

tradition. \/hen they were still alive, each s cmed to be a 

distinctly separate individual, so different from everyone et!e. 

Now, in the overview of retrospective vision, we see their lives 

asp rt of a whole generation, we see them as part of humanity -

and the high points of their lives are not essentially different 

from the high points of a 11 human beings. 

When they were st111 alive, we knew them as ualiiEtue 

personalities, - now we see tlal3m as part of all humanity, as 

bearers of a c0111non destiny. 
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1ust we not see ourselves also as part of this destiny? 

Do not the roaas our forefathers travelled on lead directly to 

the spot on which we stand today? Is not the meaning of our own 

life in the continuation of the world in the direction odr 

forefat1ers chose? 

If only we could fully understand and appreciate the line 

of experience our departed have traced for us on the map of life. 

How precious this hour~ ith its evocation of memory could be to us, 

if only we could absorb th lif time l ssons of our departed. if 

we could learn from their achievements and be warne by their 

mistakes. 

Their voices have b en silenced, hut their lives still 

speak to us in these moments of memory. They plead with us: do 

not repeat our mistakes; make pe cc with one another; repair 

broken friendships; restore family ties that have snapped asuner. 

Oh. you husbands and wives, remain worthy of your love. keep the 

respect of your children, keep the love of your elders. Win an 

honoraLle name in the community! 

We have lingered a while on memory lane. He gazed upon 

the lives which our departed lived. And now the tim has cone for 

us to return to ourselves, to resume the journey on which ?God 

sent us. The ti :e has come to turn away from yesterday and to 

think of tomorro,. 

Yet, ho'I conforting it 1-s for us to know that we do not 

a 1 k al one. that we move in the way of humanity, in the way of 

many generations. AS our ways are continuations of the highways 

of life, so our very existence is an extension of that which was 



moves into the future: 

.. The Lord has given, the Lord has taken. 11 

If He gave us much .. much will be taken away from us -- and 

yet He does not take everything. He leaves unto us the priceless 

gift of memory. How lovely is the p1ace of memory. It is a holy 

place and we shall visit it again and again, as a Holy brotherhood 

of faith, saying: 

"The Lord has given, the Lord has taken, 

Blessed be the name of the Lord our God. 11 

AMEN 
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MEMORY LANE 

A Memorial Sermon 
Yorn Kippur, October 6, 1973 

By Rabbi Joshua 0. Haberman 

Yes-; this is an hour of retreat. ~ e living must forgive 
\..__. - ----

us if, for a few momentsJ we turn away from the concerns and 

demands of todaye d seek to revive the pas9 waiting for that 

spiritual resurrection which is the magic of memory. It is a 

good thing that it is but a short period in which we retreat to 

our memory, for memory is not a place to live
1

but only to visit. 
~ ~" ", , 

(.__ When we travel through scenically beautiful la~ we 

sometimes come to a point in the road on a high elevation where 

there is a turn-off, an observation point for those who want to 

pause for a while and see the view. We now stand upon such an 

observation point -- and we're looking back upon our life. 

As we see the larger landscape of human existence, we 

wonder what is a single generation, what is a single lifetime, 

measured against the vastness of time? "A thousand years are but 

as yesterday when it is past." As we stand on this sulliJ1it of 

reflection, on this spiritual height, we take in the view of 

endless time and we are uplifted by the suggestion of a higher 

reality, of a Supreme Being whose infinity of power matches the 

infinity of space and time of the cosmos of which we are a part. 

~ r eyes withdraw from distant horizons as we gaze at t~ e 

mountain ranges that move closer to us -- our immediate history. 
'---

Right before us are our own yesterdays, a most familiar landscape. 
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We can sti 11 see cl early the paths on which our own dear ones walked. 7t.~s.e. p~ ~e ... ( 
"')\a,:r?-(w~-a-.s $~Qo-fl--h,..e~ w.t<.t.. so1,..e-l-i~~e! t,ocky ~cl ,tr;chJJ,~ O,$htle-,. 
We remember the stretch of the road on which we ourneyed together. 

tw-lk' J 
We see before ttle eye ef eYr ffl~fld- places assed together, 

the years of life when our beloved ones still walked with us, at 

our side. 

There must be some who in this hour can almost feel again 
.\ I:, p <A! A 

the touch of their mother's hand, or father's embrace, or, vi -€~, )ti/,~ ~4--.S~"'--

(! th . k. f b l d · ~ · ~~ d · ~d., ,. 

'\....Y ( w '1,~ 
..._ rn mg o a e ove companion, imagine i;ne.u;, ear one at t. vtw..1>,.,.~-. 

0"'~ side. ™e revel in the memory of years that lie not too far behind • t }I. Gu l C " \. -' . .. , ..{.{/.( "' li4.-c...._, 
and yet_Jwhen our departed were still alive and close to us, we : #II s~ ~~,..., 

were not always certain of the aims they pursued and the goals ,\... J,, e.t~~L 
- ,~ t~ "\ ~:J- 4_, 

they were trying to reach. lve d. cl1-~l L · '""· ~ S:.U 1.1-;f<- /v d;:.-tv fl- h'"1.,.____ 1 , 

~ ~ul! .(.. "- •""
Now that we look upon the larger map of life spread out ~~ ~,»...q,, 

· f..J.f a.. 1l/J " before us, the lives of our departed are clearly marked and we see 1 
~ ..,.. r~;le.. 

them as continuation of ancestral highways, continuation of 

tradit~o.0 When they were s ti 11 a 1 i ve , each seemed to be a 

distinctly separate individual, so different from everyone else. 

Now, in the overview of retrospective vision, & see their lives 

- ,(, •v;. -;r;:, / 
~ .~; 

~~6f 

~~ ,J~r/ 
'>7~. 

as part of a whole generation, we see them as part of humanity --

!i!Rd t~e ldgl1 pui11ts of t11ei, Htt.s a,e Mt eose,:i:t~a.lly dif£er~ 

.trow the--Aigti f'(ri11 ts of al 1 tmutct~1n~ • 

When they were still alive, we knew them as unjque 

personalities, -- _no~ we see them as part of all humanity, as 

bearers of a common destiny. 
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Must we not see ourselves also as part of this destiny? 

Do not the roads our forefathers travelled on lead directly to 

the spot on which we stand today? Is not the meaning of our own 
4-Ct-ve>L f..r ~~ e,.dM, "'I' p.t, --cl.-~ 

1 if e in the continuation of the wot l d iii tile d; 1 ceti 81'1 ew+o 

If only we could fully understand and appreciate the line 

of experience our departed have traced for us on the map of life. 

How precious this hour with its evocation of memory could be to us, 

if only we could absorb the lifetime lessons of our departed, if 

we could learn from their achievements and be warned by their 

mistakes. 

Their voices have been silenced, but their lives still 

speak to us in these moments of memory. They plead with us: do 

not repeat our mistakes; make peace with one another; repair 

broken friendships; restore family ties that have snapped asunder. 

Oh, you husbands and wives, remain worthy of your love, keep the 

respect of your children, keep the love of your elders. Win an 

honorable name in the community! 

We have lingered a while on memory lane. We gazed upon 

the lives which our departed lived. And now the time has come for 

us to return to ourselves, to resume the journey on which God 

sent us. The time has come to turn away from yesterday and to 

think of tomorrow. 

Yet, how comforting it i-s for us to know that we do not 

walk alone, that we move in the way of humanity, in the way of 

many generations. AS our ways are continuations of the highways 

of life, so our very existence is an extension of that which was 

to that which shall be. We are the bridge over which the past 
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moves into the future: e J I , ,) , 1, I;) I/ . .,J\ > ,, rpJJ ·• ~ .J 

11 The Lord has given, the Lord has taken. " 

If He gave us much, much will be taken away from us -- and 

yet He does not take everything. He leaves unto us the priceless 

gift of memory. How lovely is the place of memory. It is a holy 

place a~d we .s~all visit it again and again, as a Holy brotherhood 
th ..J e -.-,.l l.>-l.:: ~ 1-0 ~ (U,...... 1,1.--L, .. , ... _. v-.-€.-'.'.) 

of faith,~saying: 

11The Lord has given, the Lord has taken, 

Blessed be the name of the Lord our God." 

AMEN 



We can still see clearly the paths on which our own dear ones walked. 

We reeember the stretch of the road on which we journeyed together. 

We see before the eye of our mind places which we passed together. 

the years of life when our beloved ones still walked with us. at 

our side. 

There must be some who in this hour can almost feel again 

the touch of their mother's hand, or father's embrace, Qr, in 

thinking of a beloved companion. imagine their dear one at their 

side. We revel in the memory of years th t lie not too far behind 

and yet, when our dep rted were s til 1 a 11 ve and close to us, w 

were not always certain of the ai they pursued and the goals 

they were trying to reach. 

Now that we look upon the larger map of life spread out 

before us, the lives of our departed are clearly arked and we see 

them as continuation of ancestral highways, continuation of 

tradition. When they wer still alive. each seemed to be a 

distinctly separate individual. so different from everyone ei.te. 

Now, in the overview of retrospective vision, we see their lives 

as part of a whole generation. we see them as part of hum nity -

and the high points of their lives are not essentially different 

from the high points of all human beings. 

When they were sti 11 alive. we knew them as uolli~ue 

personalities, - now we see 

bearers of a COttlllon destiny. 

as part of all humanity. as 
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· --- , ... · ..,, . New Institution 
'::> (._,,I l H 1- ,tt f !l)\[T'T or 5) l 5C i,- 0 5 u fl (u i,t IV 3 '1 I~ 7 _l-- !he amendments also set up an · h E gl t T i1 eneirely new Yugoslav institution. e a e On raie y -t-;- a. collective presid~ncy, with bal-

i 1 
• _ / "' !t' ,t,.._. 4 anced representation from the 

YO,TtK.-The Eagleton case 
dramc1.tizes once more the 

for a coherent policy of 
iJ the medical records of 

bd women who are being 
dered for positions of great 

J)lnNr. Sen. Eagleton is not the 
qauae but only the latest example 
and victim of a much more serious 
national problem. 

At the critical leve!s of govern
ment below the presidency, vice
presidency and the cabinet, for 
example, it is recognized that 
high officers of the armed ser
vices and key officials of the 
Central Intelligence, Atomic En
ergy, space and other sensitive 
agencies must be carefully checked 
out physically and mentally before 
they are given access to "top 
i;ecret" information. 

And also, human frailty and 
temptation being what they are 

· nese days, it is recognized that 
, these checks, not by the officials' 

own doctors but by medical boards 
representing the national interest, 
should continue regularly during 
a man's service, lest his health 
and stab!l!ty deteriorate under 
the savage physic2.I and mental 
pressures of high office. 

Intolerable System 
Yet there is no such manda

n tory process for the people at the 
\• very pinnacle of executive power. 
n On the published records, Sen. 

\ Eagleton probably could not pa~s 
, the tests if they were given. For 
\ the scientist.s who work on atomic 

weapons, there 1s such a clear 
and hard test, but for the Presi
dent or Vice-President, who have 
the ultimate power of using atomic 
weapons, there ls none. 

It is easy to be sympathetic to 
Eagleton, but he got into trouble 
because of a re.-.:klessly irrespon
sible system, which no sensible 
corporation or even professional 

C. ' , I) L e,, .vl j,,, 5 • J • ~ 41 republics and provisions for a 
By James Heston 1 1 - ·,, f-• 6..,, .JJ.,;. ,:t t-1 ~ ~~ revo~vmg ?hairmanship after 

6,-.._.._ f17l,, ,fr7(5 J ~- Pr~s1dent Tito _steps down. In 
footba.11 team could afford to president on vague charges that tins way: Mr. Tito ~opes to h 'l ve 
tolerate. he was an ideological and psy- a. collect1ve leadership to succeed 

The interesting thing about this chological problem-though most him. 
is: Why do we forget the ele- of Wallace's economic and foreign- The most difficult task in th,i 
mental lessons of the past? Why policy ideas have now been adopt- l!econd phase of constitntio_n,il 
rely in such important matters ed by President Nixon-and the change wl!I be to achieve the 
on the valuable but accidental whole tragic history of the last proclaimed aim of "building up 
and often imprecise disclosures World War, including the geno- the position o! the workingman." 
of newspaper reporters, or the cide of the Jews in Germany and Yugoslavia's system of workers' 
reassurances of men who are ob- t e e termimw of millions of councils and factory sel!-manage
viously more concerned with the !!._uman beings in the Soviet Union, ment is the radical innovation in 
political than with the medical is_ now emg _...!,!?eel in- large ITllY't- the Titoist system. But many 
facts; or even, why rely on Eagle- on the psychological aerangelilents Communists feel that control by 
ton's doctors, who have been put of Hitler and Stalin. workers over the income derived 
in the awkward position of. being No analogy with Eagleton is from their labor is being eroded 
dragged before the press to pass intended here; only the clear and by the ever-increasing power of 
judgment on Eagleton's health unavoidable fact that men with banks. vigorous factory director~ 
without being able to disclose, at the power of peace or v1ar should and technocrats, and all tho5e 
Eagleton's request, their original, be checked objectively before they who have taken advantage of the 
objective reports of the facts? are nominated and elected-and incentives offered by Yugoslavia·s 

This is obviously an absurd checked regularly thereafter. semi-free market economy. 
situation, but it is not primarily There is no such system now. 
the fault of Eagleton or Mc- If there had been , EB.gleton would 
Govern. It is the fault of a process have known that he would have 
which is clearly out of date and had to submit to an objective 
was irresponsible long before the report of his medical record, and 
United States was a major world might not even be able to pass 
power with presidential and vice- the test of a general Army of
presidential control o,·er weapons ficer for "top secret" clearance. 
that could determine the destiny 
of the human race. 

The irony of this problem or 
health, politics and power is that 
it has been so obvious for so long 
without any effecti,e remedy or 
defense. Woodrow Wilson was 
paralyzecr'in fas e ·n th Yi.hi 
~e decelved the s@a1oi:s 
V{h9 came to check on his co d1=. 
t!on__p kee m__g the pareJ,iZed side. 
of his bod under t 1 ~vers. 
Franklin Roosevel t's health was 
a vague underground issue !n the 
1944 presidential campaign, but 
the issue was left to his personal 
doctor. He reassured everybody 
that everything was all right with 
Mr. Roosevelt, who died a few 
months after taking his fourth 
term in the White House. 

Henry Wallace was dumped by 
Roosevelt as his third-term vice-

-

Aged Are Favored 
But this is the fault of the 

system, a system that is very 
compassionate to human beings 
whose age and health interfere 
with the efficient execution of 
their work. It tolerates Supreme 
Court justices who are in serious 
111 heal th or who are even almost 
blind, elders of the House and 
Senate who preside over the 
powerful committees of the Con
gress when, by hard work and too 
many years, they have staggered 
down into senility and lost their 
way. 

Maybe the Republic can bea.r 
this human compassion in the 
Supreme Court and the Congress 
-though even there it is highly 
questionable-but at the level of 
the presidency and the vice
presidency in this age of atomic 
weapons abroad and human vio
lences and political assassination 
at home, the present system is 
w!ldly out of date. 

Eagleton and McGovern, there
fore, are not really to blame for 
the present mess, which nobody, 
includinr President Nixon, would 
defend as sensible or responsible, 
And the question now, after thla 
latest ~o eJtdenCe df the 
rec.Hues, 18 whetirt,, the ayNm 
wm 1te cliaqecl or forrutten, u 
it was after all the seribus quea
tlotd; ,-meet- b1 the 1llae$Sel of 
W~ Wllaqq, Ptt.nklln- RooN
velt ant 'LJ'lldol1-:J~ 

Income Distribrition 
Yugoslav experts say they will 

try to work out a formula In 
which "nobody can decide on the 
distribution of income except the 
working people themselves." 

Specifically this v,ill Involve 
giving factories easier access to 
the capital that has been ac
cumulating in banks. The trade 
unions also may be strengthened 
against local party bureaucrats or 
factory bosses. 

The second phase will al110 
resolve whether the future par
liamen tary s~·stem will have one 
or two chambers. It could deter
mine the future relationship of 
government and parliament. 

One house will be made up of 
representatives of the republics. 
Some have suggested creation of 
a second house. representing 
v;orkers and produ~ers end re
~ponsible· for economic and social 
legislation. 

Others say there should be 
more. not less, centralism 1n a 
one-house system. 

Friction Created 
The constitutional changes 1n 

troduced last year gave rise tc, 
some frictions among the coun 
try's decision-making insitutions, 

For instance, a new arrange
ment for reaching agreements be. 
tween the republlca has give 
rise to col}lDlatnta that part 
ment is being -~. 

~-- five •~ubliean com 
mitteea,.. flPOJllOl'ed l>J' the fed· 
eral government ~ com~d 
members of the Federal Exec, 
utive Cou,ncU, or cabinet, hav 
~ pla,tDr a bider rol• than 
wu foreseen a ,eat' ago. 
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PLEASE ADD TO END OF SECTION l, RABBI JOSHUA 0. HABERMAN"S 
EVE OF NEW YEAR (ROSH HASHONAHJ SERMON 

We must not let anyone say that whatever happened at Munich 

was just another act of violence in a violent age -- and what 

can you expect when Arabs and Israelis are constantly fighting? 

The terrorist attack represents something totally new and 

unprecedented in the chronicle of human conflict. This was a 

desecreation of one of the few remaining sanctuaries for peace 

and hope in the world. This was an assault upon people who 

had come there as messengers of peace . It was not only the 

killing of men but the killing of a dream. The Arab terrorists, 

their allies and protectors, have placed themselves outside the 

pale of civilization. Since they will not stop at anything, the 

organized world community must stop them. 
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Rosh Hasna.a• Eve Seraoa: Add to page 4 (at e~d of sectioa 1) 
L 

that what happeaed at Municn was 

just aaother act of viole•c• i• a violeat age,--- a•d what caa you 

expect wh•• Arabs aad Israelis are co•staitly figntiag. 

The terrorist attack represeats something totally aew aad 

uaprecedented in the cnroaicle of h.uma:n. conflict. This was a 

desecratio• of u:ae of the few remaini:ag sa:nctuaries for peace aad 

in the world. This was all aesau.l t upoa people who aad come there 

as messe:agers of peace. It was :aot o:aly the killiag of men, 

r:aope 

but the killi g of a dream. The Arab terrorists, their allies 

ad protectors, aave placed themselves outside the pale of civilizatioa. 

Si:ace t~ey will :aot stop at aaything, t~e orgaAized world 

community ~ust stop tnea. 
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